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EDITORIAL

FRHE THIS MAN NOW

Fu:£Logr:t;::Ts::#:cy:sAet:eo:§p;:n:c:aoEr
Israel. The myth that such supposedly close
allies  as  the  United  States  and  Israel  did
not need to spy on each other was shattered
in a blaze of publicity.

Pollard  came  from  a  secure  American
middle-class  background.  His  father  was
then, and is still, one of the leading cancer
research  specialists  in  the  United  States.
The family had always proudly upheld its
Judaism and maintained its commitment to
the State of Israel.

After   graduation    in    politics    and
international   affairs,   Pollard  became  a
civilian analyst working for the US  Navy
Department.  There  he  was  privy  to  large
volumes of information which the United
States  was  gathering  about  the  massive
strategic, chemical and nuclear build-up in
Iraq and other Arab countries.

Pollard  was  aware  that  an  agreement
had  been  signed  with  Israel  by  President
Reagan,   allowing   the   passage   of  all
information between the two governments
on matters which were of direct relevance
to their security.

But  he  discovered  that,  over  a  long
period,    a    large    percentage    of   the
information    was    being    deliberately
withheld  from   Israel   by  his  own   and
possibly   other  Government  agencies,
apparently  in  direct  contravention  of the
Reagan accord with Israel.

Pollard started to question his superiors
as  to  why   this   information   was  being
witheld. He was told to keep quiet.

The  volume  and   importance  of  the
papers led him to believe that, unless Israel
had access to them, the whole future of the
State    and    its   population    would    be
endangered. Coming from a family which
had lost 75  members in  the Sfeoczfr,  he  felt
impelled to act.

Not    surprising    then    that    Pollard
approached the Israeli authorities based in
the USA and indicated that he was willing
to start passing over the information.

Not surprising then that there was shock
amongst the Israeli security establishment
that such vital and voluminous information
directly   relevant   to   Israel's   national
security  was  being  deliberately  withheld
by     its    closest    ally    and    in    direct
contravention  of US  official  Government
policy  and  the  agreement  signed  by  the
President.

Not surprising then that Israel agreed to
accept information from Pollard.

At no time did he ask for payment of any
kind from Israel. For the first 6 months he
received none. Later, he did and used the
money to cover operational expenses.

In   1985,   after  his  department  head
became suspicious of his activities, Pollard
was  arrested  and  charged  with  passing
classified information to a friendly power.
He  was  not charged  with  treason  or with
obtaining financial gain.

The  Justice  Department  led  Pollard  to
believe that if he made a plea bargain with
them and gave a full and detailed account
of  his   activities   and   co-operated,   the
Government  would  ask  the  court  for  the
usual, relatively light sentence of 2-4 years
for  the  crime   of  which  he   was   being
accused, namely the lowest level of spying
known to the US criminal code. They also
indicated  that  they  would  not  ask  for  a
custodial sentence for his wife Anne, who
had  been  suffering  from  Crohn's  disease
for some time. Her only involvement in the
whole affair had been to ask a neighbour to
look after papers in their apartment on the
day Pollard was arrested.

As  a  result  Pollard  pleaded  guilty  as
charged and did not have a trial. Just before
the sentencing hearing, Secretary of State
Casper Weinberger, who was subsequently
pardoned   by   President   Bush   for   his
activities in the Irangate scandal and who
was  known  to  have  strong  connections
with Saudi Arabia, sent a letter to the judge
stating  that  Pollard  was  the  worst  spy  in
American  history,  had committed treason
and  should  receive  the  heaviest  possible
sentence.

At   the   sentencing   hearing,   held   z.#
camcrcz,  the  Justice  Department  reneged
on   the  plea  bargain  and  asked   for  the
maximum  possible  sentence.  Pollard  was
sentenced  to   life   imprisonment  with   a
recommendation for no parole.

His  wife  was  sentenced  to  5  years  in
prison as an accessory. She was paroled in
1990  and  now  lives  in  Israel,  physically
and  mentally  scarred  by  her  experience
and  the  lack  of treatment  for  her  illness
whilst in prison.

Immediately  following  the  sentencing
hearing, Pollard was confined in a mental
institution for the criminally insane, despite
the authorities having stamped his  papers
to say that he was not there for treatment.
During  his  `stay'  the  Justice  Department

regularly  showed  him  a  list of prominent
American Jews and asked him to indicate
if any of them were his accomplices, at the
same  time  telling  him  that his  conditions
would `improve' if he co-operated. He was
moved   after   10]/2  months   only   on   the
personal intervention of a Congressman.

Until June  1993  he  was incarcerated  in
solitary  confinement  in  the  infamous  K
Unit  of  Marion  Prison,   the  only   penal
establishment   in   the   United  States   on
which   Amnesty   International   feels   it
necessary to keep a permanent `watch'.

Why  was  Pollard  subjected  to  `special
treatment'   by   the   authorities?   Other
Americans   who   passed   information   to
friendly     nations    receive    sentences
averaging  I  year  10  months  and  in  some
cases are not prosecuted.  Even  spies  who
gave vital  American  strategic  information
to  the  Russians  at the  height of the  Cold
War   did   not   receive   such   draconian

punishment.
Interestingly,  despite  America's  `most

favoured nation' relationship with Israel, it
has  become  evident  that  it  was  Casper
Weinberger's   secret   policy,   aimed   at
weakening  Israel   and  strengthening  the
Arab    States,    that    had    caused    the
information  discovered  by  Pollard  to  be
withheld from Israel. It is now obvious that
Pollard had to be buried and discredited by
Weinberger  in  order  to  cover  up  this
unauthorised Middle-East policy.

All means of freeing Pollard through the
US  legal  system   have  been exhausted -
technical   grounds   stopped   an   appeal.
Jonathan Pollard's only hope of seeing the
light of day is a Presidential pardon.

To  date,  over  1.5  million  people  in  the
USA,  30,000  in  Europe,180  Jewish  and
non-Jewish   organisations   representing
over 5.5  million people, the City Councils
of New York, Los Angeles, Miami Beach,
the  New  York  State Assembly  and  many
notables including Nobel Prizewinner Elie
Wiesel, Natan Sharansky, the Archbishops
of Los Angeles, San Francisco and Boston,
the Chief Rabbis of Israel and France, and
an  all-party  group  of 80  Members  of the
Israeli    Knesset    (70%    of   the    total
membership)   have   signed   the   petition
asking the President of the United States to
have Pollard's sentence commuted to time
served.

A4AAVA   urges  all   its   readers   to   lend
their  support  to  Jonathan  Pollard  and  the
petition to free him .
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Michael Williams

Anti-Semitism in France.. A political
history from L6on Blum to the

presertt
Pierre Birnbaum (trams. Miriam

Kochan) -Blackwell, Oxford,1992,
pp. 317, £45. h.b.
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widespread,  no  doubt  paranoid,  sus-
picions  of French  police participation

at  the  time  -  the  responsibility   of
French  anti-Semites.  It  nevertheless
opened   to  my,   then,   na.1.ve   Anglo-
Jewish  eyes  a Pandora's  box  of anti-
Semitic  attitudes  and  reactions  that  a
French-born  `youpin', - Yid - would
already have imbibed with his mother's
milk.   For   a   start,   there   were   the
immortal words of the then Prime Min-
ister,  M.  Raymond  Barre,  who,  on
learning of the incident a few minutes
later,   and   on   being  -   wrongly  -

informed  that all  the  dead  were  non-
Jewish passers-by, said  `How terrible,
the  terrorists'   target  was   a  Jewish
synagogue and they only succeeded in
killing  innocent  French  men'.  To  be
followed by  a whole  spate of articles
and  verbal  innuendo  over  the  next
weeks  in  which  the pofc#/I.cz/  victims
of   the   bombing   were   inevitably
transformed  into   insidious   whiners,
pleurnichards,  essentially  foreign  to
French  national  life,  concerned  only
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with  their  ow`n   sufferings,  eternally
oblivious to the rights and tragedies of
others.
Perhaps  the most painful  moment for
me  in  this  almost  literal  baptism  of
anti-Semitic fire, apart, of course, from
witnessing blood and pain in their most
atrociously absurd form of a meaning-
less terrorist outrage, was the morning

;jtcrtf{efst:tvo££fet:¥ethT?:;db±##Ttrae]:
in  Paris  to  be met with  the following
welcoming  words  on  the  part  of two
young doctors `What do you want here,
you  people  are  responsible  for  all  of
this' . When a drunk or paranoid motor-
ist  cries  out  to  the  pedestrian  he  has
just run down that fee is responsible for
the  accident,  in his  state of shock  the
poor  victim  may  even  believe  it.  At
that moment I felt much the same, as
have so many other French Jews in so
many   similar  and  far  less  dramatic
circumstances.

To be very exact, `we people' were
in the middle of the feczfz{.-haczdz.sfo when
we suddenly became `responsible'  for
the death of a group of passers-by. The
exact  moment  of  the  explosion  my
memory  has  recorded  with  liturgical
precision. It was exactly at the second
when we bowed at the word yz.fgedcz/. I
remember  thinking  the  instant before
the sound of the explosion reached me,
`how   strange,   it's   snowing   in   the

synagogue'  as tiny  flakes of glass fell
on our bowed heads and backs. But the
meaning  of the  word  `responsible'  as
used   by   these   young   doctors   has
nothing  to  do  with  what  we  were  or
were not doing at the instant of death.
`Responsible'  means  `you  exist',  you

are present in our world, in our country,
in   our  moral   and   social   universe,
therefore  you  are,  by  Cartesian-like
definition,   `responsible'   for   `every-
thing'   that  can   be   interpreted   as
disturbing  the  smooth  functioning  of
that universe, ready as you ever are to
sow   discord   with   your  narcissistic,
tribal  obsessions  in  the  otherwise  fair
and fertile fields of French society.

Even  poor  Giscard  d'Estaing,  the
then  President  of  the  Republic,  was
reputed to have said after his electoral
defeat, barely  six months later,  `1 lost
the elections at the rue Copernic'.

Of  course,   literally   millions   of
French men and women have come out
strongly   against   racism   and   anti-
Semitism on a whole variety of painful
occasions before and after the Copernic
bombing.   I,  too,   am  fundamentally
optimistic. How could I live and work
in  the  Jewish  community  in  France
without being  so?  But I was  asked  to
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describe  the  `nasty  guys'  and  not  the
`nice folks' and traditional French anti-

Semitism remains, at least on one level
of national consciousness.

In  the  longer  term,  too,  living  and
working   on   a  daily   basis   within  a
community  of Holocaust  survivors  -
what Ashkenazi French Jew over fifty
years of age isn't in one way or another
a Holocaust survivor? - obliged me to
understand  and  define  my  own  reac-
tions  to  anti-Semitic  phenomena  in
often unexpected ways.  The tattooing
fluid  used  by  the  Nazis  penetrated,
physically,    on.ly    a    few    micro-
millimetres,  but  psychologically  and
morally  to  the  very  depths  of  sfeco/.
And  again,  if  physically  indelible,  it
certainly  rubs  off  psychologically  on
those who, like myself,live in constant
professional   or  family  contact  with
those who bear its mark.

What has been the major concern of
French  Jewish  Holocaust  survivors
over the last fifty years?  What makes
them rise up in anger? What sends the
blood,  the  pain  racing  again  through
their  ageing  veins?  Gcrmcz#  errors  of
taste.   threats   of  resurgent  Gcrmcz#
racism  and  anti-Semitism?  One  can
hardly deny the concern of the French
Jewish community  over the events  of
the last two years in united Germany,
over  the  Rostock  phenomenon.   But
anti-German    suspicions    and    re-
sentments   pale   into   insignificance
compared  to  their  deep  concern  over
what they regard as Frc#cfo failures to
atone  sufficiently  for  the  Sfooczfe or  to

guard against the slightest chance of a
repeat performance.

At a conference held at Copernic the
other  day   on  Holocaust  themes   in
which,  incidentally,  Simone  Veil,  the
leading French Jewish  politician,  was
the principal speaker, a historian friend
of mine  defined  three  reasons  for the
profound  difference  in  reactions   to
anti-Semitism of ex-West Germans on
the one hand and ex-East Germans and
Austrians on the other.

Firstly,  the  former  paid,  the  latter
did  not.   And   while  not  subscribing
entirely   to   the   relevant   Freudian
psycho-financial  theory,   it  certainly
seems   true   that   when   you   pay   to
receive  a  lesson,  it  tends  to  sink  in
rather  more  deeply.   Secondly,   the
former were educated about the Holo-
caust,  the latter simply  were not.  The
former were informed of their role in
the  horror,  the  latter  were  taught  to
consider themselves either as heirs  to
the  communist  martyrs  of  the  Third
Reich, or, as Austrians, as victims and
not  as  partners  in  the  crimes  of  the

Nazis. Thus, thirdly, and most import-
antly,  the  former  did  public  /csfeLf vczfe
for  over  forty  years,  the  latter  never.
And as every yon K!.ppwr Jew knows,
regardless  of  external  or  even  long-
term   internal   realities,   a   dash   of
fcsfewvcfe  has  a  temporarily  satisfying
cathartic effect.

Certainly, perhaps less strongly, but
in the same general vein, whenever the
French  State,  or  their  French  fellow
citizens  in  general,  seem  to  want  to
evade their responsibilities, they side-
step  the  issues  and  the  truth,  as  in  a
dreadful   series   of  cases   extending
literally over decades involving former
high  Vichy  officials  or  militia  com-
manders - the Papons, the Bousquets,
the Touviers. French Jews cannot help
but remark that the French State never
paid, the theory being, as in the case of
the Austrians, that the crimes of Vichy
were   the   crimes   of  a   regime   of
usurpers,  in  no  way  implicating  their
legitimate   Republican   successors.
Secondly,  that,  `Holocaust education'
such as it was until very recently, has
been  insufficiently  specific  on  active
French participation in the S%oczfe. And
that thirdly, there has been insufficient
public fcsA#vczfe in French national life
to  ensure  effective,  deep  disinfection
of those areas of public ignorance and
prejudice most likely to be sources of
future  infection.  After all,  the  bottom
line   in   Holocaust   survivors'   con-
sciousness   is  simply   stated:   far,   far
more  French  Jews  were  arrested  by
French  policemen  than  by  Germans.
Far  more  Jewish  men,  women  and
children received their one-way tickets
to  Auschwitz  directly   from  French
rather than German hands.

Even   at   their   best   then,   French
sensibilities   vis-a-vis   the   Jews   of
France  and  their  torment  have  often
seemed to resemble the reaction of the
old  peasant  woman  in  the  story  who,
one  evening  during  the  Occupation,
seeing  a  young  Jewish  girl  hidden  in
the  farmer's  family  left  alone  by  the
fire  while  the  other  youngsters  had
gone off to  some  local  festivity,  said,
with  the  best  intentions  in  the  world,
`a]as,  my  dear,  my  heart  goes  out  to

you,  what  a  tragedy,  only  seventeen
and dc'/.a /.#z.vc - already Jewish ! ' .

The   background   to   this  French
Jewish     `condition'     is    given    in
Birnbaum's   book   but   in   a   highly
unassimilable  form.  For  a  start,  the
book's title in English  `Anti-Semitism
in  France'   is  totally  misleading.   Its
French  title  `Un  mythe  politique,  la
r6publique juive', -`A political myth,

Continued on next page
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the Jewish republic' -at least prepares
one  for  a  highly  specialised  work  -
essentially  a massively  extended  aca-
demic  article -  admittedly  containing
much fascinating material. I learnt for
the  first  time,  to  my  embarrassment,
that the rabbinical founder of Copernic,
my  esteemed  predecessor,  le  Grand
Rabbin  Louis  Germain-Levy,  like  a
certain number of other misguided po-
litically conservative rabbis of the thir-
ties including the future Chief Rabbi of
France, Jacob Kaplan, had himself cer-
tainly  flirted  with  extreme  right-wing
movements  in  a  pathetic  attempt  to
offset any impression that all the Jews
of  France  were  supporters  of  L6on
B]um and even, in the case of Germain-
Levy, attended an openly fascist meet-
ing  in  the  Salle  Wagram  not very  far
from our synagogue.

The material  is  often as fascinating
as it is sickening -the whole range of
anti-Semitic  diatribe  is  there  in  lurid
detail, from Drumont to Le Pen, in all
its  extraordinary  virulence.  Even  so,
certain  phrases  among  so  many  hun-
dreds  stand  out,  and  these  are  often
among the most seemingly mild.

Between  Maurras'   declaration  in
1889,   that   `for   Europe   to   become
Catholic again it would have to subject
the Israelites to spec.z.cz/ /rcc!/#!c#/', and
the `special treatment'  accorded to the
Jews at Drancy and Auschwitz, the link
is  clear  and  direct.  On  the  other  side,
the   heroic   efforts   to   defend   the
community   by   the   assimilationist

patriotic  Jews  of  the  Third  Republic
are also described. There is a wonderful
little  quotation  from  Mendes-France,
who  said  to  an  electoral  opponent  in
the  ]930's  `Monsieur ]e Comte, let me
stress that while my family left Alsace
after the  1870  war  in  order to remain
loyal  to France, your ancestors joined
the Duke of Brunswick in  1792 to fight
against France' .

But if the material  is rich, the fomi
of  the  book   would   be  entirely  con-
fusing   to   non-specialists   and   the
translation  leaves  much  to  be desired.
The  English  equivalent  of  `Pr6sident
du   Conseil'   is  not   `President  of  the
Council'  but  `Prime  Minister'.  There
are other and better books on the theme
of  `anti-Semitism  in  France'.  That  is
not to criticize Mr Birnbaum,  a noted
sociologist of French anti-Semitism, as
he never set out to write a general work
of synthesis.

Books  and  even  rabbis  apart,.what
of  the   future?   Despite  everything  I
remain   an  unreconstructed   optimist.
On  the  European  scale,  for  the  mo-
ment,  the  dangers  of  East-European
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post-communist   chauvinism   seem
moderate, at least as regards the Jews.
While  no  matter  for  congratulation,
Hungarians,  Slovaks,  Rumanians  and
all  the others seem to hate each  other
more than  the Zfez.dy.  In the ex-Soviet
Union,  thousands  of  Tazdiks,  Azer-
baijanis,   Armenians,   Moldavians,
Khazaks,  Russians  have  suffered  and
died.  Anti-Semitism  remains  a  moral
blight  of  considerable  proportions  in
Russia,  but  there  have  been  no  new
Kishinevs.  In  the  West,  the  Jews  of
France,   na.I.ve]y  perhaps,   see  Maas-
tricht as a guarantee against significant
socio-political   danger.   The   boring
bureaucrats  of  Brussels  may  pose  a
danger  to  the  bacteria  in  camembert
cheese but seem far safer than charis-
matic politicians. In France itself, it is
obvious that the intensity  of the long,
mostly  undeclared,  civil  war between
the  forces  of anti-revolutionary  reac-
tion and the revolutionary tradition, is
abating.  Two hundred  years  is  a  long
time  even  for  a  people   with   long
memories.  Revolution,  counter  revo-
lution,1789,1794,1815,1830,1848,
1871   Dreyfusards,   anti-Dreyfusards,
Front popu]aire. Vichy, P6tain, Alg6rie
are  not  forgotten  but  are  becoming
increasingly   less   relevant   to   the
complexity of modem French life.

The Jew was always the poor, to use
a polite  word,  sA/cmz.c/,  caught  in  the
cross-fire. Going out on a fragile limb,
I predict that Le Pen does not represent
the  future  of  France,  and  that  in  the
cross-fire between the classic Right and
the new `Big Bang' eco-Left, the Jew,
happily, is an irrelevance.

France, like anywhere else, is full of
ghosts.  From  Joan  of  Arc  to  P6tain,
many   of  these   ghosts  have  had   a
particularly   bitter  impact   upon   the
Jews,  have  been  used  as  particularly
brutal weapons in the fight against the
Jews.  But  times  really  are  changing.
The  very  fact  that  in  the  late  1970's
and 1980' s politicians like Simone Veil,
Robert  Badinter  and  Laurent  Fabius
could play major roles in governments
of both left and right without provoking
ten    percent    of   the    anti-Semitic
vituperation  provoked  by  L6on  Blum
and   Mendes-France   described   in
Birnbaum's book, is one proof among
many of better times.

To  end,  as  I  began,  on  a  personal
note.  The  definition  of  a  gay,  a  real
goy, as we all know, is someone `who
doesn't even know he is a goy' . French
politicians can also be divided into two
categories,  goy!.in  who  at  least  know
that they are goyz.#! and those who don 't
even know. Shortly after the bombing

of Copernic, in the autumn of 1980, I
gave a lecture to a large synagogue in
Toronto  on  the  occasion  of  the  syn-
agogue's twenty-fifth anniversary. On
my return to France I was astounded to
hear that no less a personage than the
President of the Republic, M. Giscard
d'Estaing,  had  been  informed  that  I
had dared to criticize the institutions of
the  Republic  and  even  the  President
himself  in  my  remarks  in  Toronto.
Apparently  the  local  Consul  had  sent
some   kind   of   critical    report.    I
remember  very  well  the President  of
my synagogue, fortunately a man with
political  affiliations to the  same party
as  Giscard,  being  summoned  to  the
Elys6e Palace to give an account of my
supposedly  negative  remarks  to  the
Secr6taire G6n6ral. I remember waiting
for  the  verdict  with  trepidation  in  a
cafe in the Quartier Latin, waiting for
word  of  my  pardon  or  punishment.
Even at the time I could hardly believe
that I was  involved  in  such  an absurd
situation. I thought I was dreaming and
a  few  days  later  I  forgot  all  about  it.
Many years later, imagine my surprise
when  the  father  of a  Z7czj~ mz.rzvczfe  boy
whom I had vaguely known had been
some kind of senior civil servant began
a confession shortly before the service
saying how terribly sorry he was, how
he had  no responsibility  for what had
happened when he had been Secretary
General  of the Elys6e ...... The point I
am  making  is  that  Giscard  d'Estaing
was   certainly   a   President   of   the
Republic who did not even know that
he was a goy, who was totally ignorant
of  Jewish   sensitivities   and   suscep-
tibilities.  It  was  not  his  fault,  c'e`fczz+
co#.#2c  fcz,  as  we  say  in  French.  At
least Mitterand is a goy who knows he
is a goy, and thus far less likely to take
personal  umbrage  at Jewish  reactions
to  the  sometimes  painful  businaess  of
being   a  Jew   in   France.   Given   the
renewed  strength  of the conservatives
in France, Giscard d'Estaing may once
again,  as  the chief of one  of the  two
leading conservative parties, be called
upon to play a more prominent role in
French political life than he has for the
last twelve years. I hope that over these
years  someone  has  at  least  told  him
that he  is  a gay,  meaning  that  I  hope
and  I  imagine  that France,  at  least  as
regards  the  Jewish  community,  has
become a more tolerant, a more mature
and,  frankly,  an  easier  place  for  the
Jew to live .

Rabbi  Michael  Wil]iams  `vc7s  bori!  i.»  Lc)izdo»
and educa[ed a[ O.xford University  & Leo Baeck
College. He has been a rabbi iii Paris since  I 976.
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THE  PAHOEL  TAKES

TmEE wEEKs To  UNPAOK

T#:iR:::::F:¥,:e#se8;T,:oT?E,#
became synonymous with the struggle
for human rights  in  the former Soviet
Union,  FSU.  It  kept  alive  the  hopes
and   aspirations   of  hundreds,   if  not
thousands,  of  rc;fi¢sc#j.ks  by  exerting
political  pressure  on  Downing  Street
and extending a wami hand of friend-
ship  to  them   in  their  hour  of  need.
Political   developments   in   the   late
1980's and early  1990's -Gorbachev's
accession to power, the demise of the
Soviet  empire  and  the  formation  of
some  of  the  new  independent  states
into  a  loose  political  confederation  -
all  took  place  within  a  brief six  year
period and caught Exodus unawares.

So in the last three years Exodus has
undergone  a  period  of  disorientation
and   re-evaluation.   No   one   in   their
wildest  dreams  could  have  imagined
that the hopes of the  1970's would be
realised   by   the   1990's,   least   of  all
Exodus   activists   -   hard-working,
dedicated   and  courageous  people  -
who put their lives in jeopardy for the
sake   of  their  Jewish   brothers   and
sisters.   Once  the  floodgates  opened,
however, Jews poured out of the FSU
by   the  hundreds   of  thousands.   In  a
matter  of months  Gorbachev  and  the
Soviet authorities had undermined the
purpose  of the  activists.  By  turn`ing  a
blind   eye  to  Jewish   emigration,  the
Soviet authorities `took the wind out of
their  sails.'   Furthermore,   the  events
threw    community-based    Exodus
groups into turmoil and, as a result, the

Robert Shafritz

groups   floundered.   Some   groups
sought  new  direction   in   supporting
Soviet-Jewish   immigration  to  Israel.
Others   wanted   to  retain   links   with
rc;fi/sc#z.ds unable to leave. A few found
purpose in a medical  campaign,  affil-
iating themselves  with  the  group  `the
35's'.  Before  lo,ng,  however,  many
activists lost interest, and Exodus as it
had been understood, was dissolved.

Today  the  new  Exodus  2000  has
taken over because of the establishment
of Progressive Judaism in the FSU. On
SwAko/ in  1988 Zinovy Kogan together
with  Vassily  Paukov   and  scores  of
Moscovite Jews took a courageous step
and,  as  a  community,  celebrated  the
festival in a forest outside Moscow. In
an   impoverished   s#kk¢fe   and   on   a
handmade.  sfeo/ar  Zinovy   proudly
sounded   a   blast  affirming   Jewish
existence. Against the backdrop of op-
pression, congregation Hineni -Here I
Am - the first Progressive synagogue
in  the  then  Soviet  Union,  was  born.
Since  1988,  events  have  snowballed.
Hineni  has  not  only  acquired  its  own
premises in the heart of Moscow, but it
has also become the hub of a blossom-
ing Progressive movement.

The  seeds   of  twenty  Progressive
communities have now taken firm root
from  Kiev  and  Minsk  in  the  West  to
Chelyabinsk   in  the  Urals  and   Biro-
bidzhan in the East. Each community,
like Hineni, has a unique story. All  of

them,   however,   share   a   common
purpose. They attract all types of Jews,
many  between the ages  of 20-40,  but
especially those who are just beginning
to  discover  their  Jewish  roots.  The
development   of  communal   life   is
enabling Jews  to shake  off the chains
of  secular  ideology,  search  for  God
and  discover  the  meaning  of  Jewish
existence. At the same time, however,
it presents challenges which Jews have
not had  to  face  there  for`generations.
Leadership continuity, for example, is
One.

In   September   1992,   Rabbi   Joel
Oseran, the Educational Director of the
World  Union  of Progressive  Judaism
in Jerusalem, travelled to the Ukranian
city of Cherkassy.

Cherkassy   is.  a  provincial   city   of
about  300,000  inhabitants  situated  a
few hundred kilometres west of Kiev.
It has a developing Progressive congre-
gation,  one  of  the  twenty  mentioned
above.   The  congregation   owes   its
existence  to  Ludmilla  Pomeranskaya,
a professor of mathematics,  aged  49,
who until a few months  ago  taught at
the local teacher training college.

Ludmilla  founded  the  community
two  years   ago  after  attending  High
Holy  Day  services   at  Congregation
Hineni.   Since   then,   the   Cherkassy
congregation  has  grown  and  moved
into rented  accomodation for Sabbath
and festival services. Ludmilla herself
has  been  to  Jemsa]em  to  learn  about
Progressive Judaism and has taken part
in WUPJ seminars in the FSU. She has
started   the   congregation's   religion
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school as well. She teaches most of the
Hebrew  lessons  and  is  helped  by  her
family as well as by other members of
the  community.  Ludmilla  has  served
as  the  main  source  of  inspiration  for
the community's religious and cultural
development. In her own son Michael 's
words:  `The  dream  of her life  was  to
return  to  Judaism.'  She  has  returned,
but not alone. Ludmilla' s charisma, her
love of Judaism and  in particblar, her
dynamic  leadership, have brought her
family and other Jews along with her.
So why the visit by Rabbi Oseran?

Because Ludmilla, the guiding light
of  this   fledgling  congregation,  had
decided to emigrate with her family to
the United  States.  She departed in the
summer  of  1992.  The  attraction  of a
new   life   there   proved   irresistible,
especially  with  the upsurge of chauv-
inistic  nationalism  and  anti-Semitism
at  home.   Who  can   blame  her  for
wanting  to leave,  for seeking  a better
future  abroad?  Even  with  the  intro-
duction of religious freedom, the future
for  Jews  in  the  FSU  ieinains  at  best
uncertain.  But where does her depart-
ure leave the Cherkassy community?

Fortunately, new leaders have begun
to  emerge.  But  Ludmilla's  departure
highlights  a  challenge  which  Exodus
2000 faces  in its campaign  to  support
the development of Progressive Juda-
ism  in  the FSU.  The  challenge  is  not
new. Rabbi Oseran articulated it in an
earlier  report  compiled   in  January
1989:

...  As Jewish  leaders grow  in
awareness, in Hebrew skills and
communal   activity   they   ulti-
mately   receive  exit  visas   and
leave...   It   is   truly   a   mixed
blessing -no one can deny that a
Kosharovsky  or  a  Zelochenick
do not deserve our unbridled joy
and support for leaving -and yet
what  happens  to  the  continuity
of Jewish life in the communities
they  leave  behind?  How  many
Jewish  leaders  can keep  spring-
ing up to take over? And for how
long until  they  themselves must
leave?  ...

Rabbi Oseran continues:
...  until  such  a  time  as  each

community has a more organised
communal structure which insti-
tutionalizes  Jewish  activity  and
creates an infrastructure of con-
tinuity   -   until   such   time   as
communal   leadership  will   not
rest  on  special  personalities  but
on positions of leadership -until
that time the problem of leader-
ship  continuity  will  continue  to
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pose  a  serious  threat  to  Jewish
cultural   and   religious   life   in
Russia...
Prior to 1989 in Cherkassy no Jewish

communal   structures   of  any   kind
existed.   With   the   development   of
regular  Sabbath  and  festival  services
and a religion school an `infrastructure
of  continuity'   has  now   been   set   in
place.  Therefore,  three  years   later,
even with Ludmilla's departure, some
progress  has  been  made  towards  an`organised   communal   structure.'   It

would   mislead   to   suggest   that   the
development  of. leadership  structures
no longer poses any problems. Devel-
opment  will  necessarily  be  slow  and
uneven. Nevertheless, a start has been
made   in   addressing   the   problems.
Within  the  short  span  of three  years,
new  structures  as well as new leaders
have  begun to emerge.

Leadership continuity is only one of
the   challenges.   Communal   organ-
isation,  establishing  and  adhering  to
decision-making procedures, is anoth-
er. In addition, there is the challenge of
education. How to educate Jews when
the   educators .themselves   lack   the
knowledge?   Who   is   to   train   the
educators? \Vhere are the resources to
come   from?   Perhaps   the   greatest
challenge  of  all  is  the  spiritual  one.
Meeting Jews from the FSU can be a
humbling  experience  -  for  them  and
for us. They are seeking a path to God.
Can  we   teach  them  /;.sfemczfe,   for  its
own sake, enabling them to find their
own path without imposing ours? And
what  insights  have  they  to  offer  us?
About the value  of religious  commit-
ment,  for  example?  Can  they,  with
their  newly  found  enthusiasm,  touch
Anglo-Jewish complacency and play a
part in reversing the trend? Moreover,
for those  who  have  never  prayed  be-
fore, is it possible to teach them to pray
with  a heart  open  to  God  rather  than
one  terrorised   by   the  fear  of  anti-
Semitic  persecution?   And   again,   a
question  with  implications  for  many
members of our communities as well:
where  to  locate  God  when  one  has
lived without Him all one's life? Can a
non-believer become  a  believer over-
night?

These  new  challenges  differ  sig-
nificantly   from  those  which   faced
rcrfusc#!.ks  in  the  70's  and  80's   and
brought  about  the  establishment  of
Exodus. Then the campaign was about
human rights and subsistence. Exodus
sent willing volunteers from all walks
of life to a limited number of cities to
visit  individuals,   offer  them  moral
support  and  deliver  parcels  of  food,

clothing  and  valuable  objects  to  trade
on   the   black-market.   No  particular
skills   were   required.   Anyone   could
help and many Jews did. Furthermore,
they    acted    courageously    in    cir-
cumstances   they   would   never  have
imagined.  The  advent  of  Progressive
Judaism, however, has seen commun-
ities  sprout  up  in  cities  all  over  the
FSU.   Some  of  the  cities,  especially
those which have only recently opened
up,  lack  adequate  accommodation  for
the  Western  traveller.  Not  only  have
conditions  become  more  rugged,  but
expectations have changed. This is why
Exodus 2000 has had to alter its sights
for the future.

Whereas before one might deliver a
parcel  and  leave,  never  to  be  seen  or
heard of again, now it takes up to three
weeks to deliver and unpack one. The
reason it takes so long  is not distance.
The nature of the parcel  has changed.
The   typical   Exodus   2000   parcel   is
today   addressed   to   a   Progressive
community  such  as  the one  in Cherk-
assy, not to individuals who may all of
a  sudden  decide  to  emigrate.  More-
over, it contains religious artefacts, les-
sons  on  their  use  and  meaning.  The
parcel  also  contains  instructions  and
advice  on  organisational   matters.   It
contains lectures on the history of Juda-
ism,  the  festivals  and  workshops  on
teaching  techniques  for  new  religion
school teachers. Most important, it con-
tains a commitment on the part of com-
munities  in  Great  Britain  to  establish
continuing relationships  with  those  in
the FSU. The parcel is long - term and
costly.  It requires  the  skills  of rabbis,
educators, lay leaders and community
workers to unpack. Not least, it invites
commitment  to  Judaism  and  Jewish
community   development  among   all
Progressive Jews in the UK.

Religious   education,   leadership
continuity,   community   development
and  spiritual  enrichment  are  the  new
challenges  in the FSU. It would be an
incalculable error to consider them any
less urgent than those of the 1970's and
1980's.   For  the   remaining  Jews   to
survive,  to  build  a  viable  Jewish  life
for themselves - even if only temporar-
ily - no longer depends on super-power
political   tr,ade-offs,   but   on   mutual
support.   Exodus   2000   has   as   its
primary   goal   for  the   l990's  to  en-
courage that support by furthering the
development of indigenous communal
structures I
Rabbi Robert F. Shafritz ttJas born i.» /fee Ut!i./cd
Stales and lrained for the rabbinale al Leo Baeck
College,   London.   After   serving   a[   the   Wesl
Lortdon  Synagogue for  six  years  he  is  aboul  lo
become rabbi  Of wiml}Iedon Synagogue.
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GOODBYE KIBBUTZ

I::gT::g::ra:,:r¥:::e;:kle:dyBh:roT1,:
show me to Dov's house. Wheeling her
bike  -  the  kibbutz  has  now  extended
itself so much that everyone has a bike
-  Bracha  led  me  to  one  of  the  new,
two-unit  homes,  built  well  after  my
time,   which   ended   in   1971.   She
knocked on the door. A strange young
woman, with kids at her skirts, opened
it.

`Oh!  my mistake,'  said Bracha. We

tried  a  couple  of  other  places  before
someone directed us to the right house.
I entered  it in a state of shock. Brczcfocz
hadn' i known where Dov lived.

Bracha   and   Dov   are   founders.
They've   lived   in   this   kibbutz   in
Western Galilee, consisting of no more
than  150 members, for over forty-five
years. In my time, it just couldn't have
happened   that   one   member  didn't
know where another lived. We were in
and  out  of  each  other's  homes  con-
tinuously on one pretext or another. Of
course  that  was  before  telephones  in
every  room  and  a  lot  of  other  fund-
amental changes.

When,  every  ten  years  or  so,  the
veterans'  homes  were  upgraded,  and
families  moved  house,  what  a  to-do!
When my husband drew lots with seven
other  husbands  and  failed  to  get  an
end~room  -  a  bigger  garden  and  less
noise through the walls -I went crazy.
Ivhat  discussions  went on  about such
limited  choices  as  we  had:  colour  of

Lynne Reid Banks.

walls,  materials  for  curtains,  built-in
cupboards  like  this,  bookshelves  like
that.  Deviations  were  minuscule  but
vitally  important.  We  all  knew  each
other's rooms intimately.

I  remember  when  the  first  veteran
couple fought for, and won, the right to
have  an  open-plan  flat -  #o  dz.vz.d[.#g
wa//  between  their  living  room  and
bedroom.   Sensation!   It  looked   fan-
tastic.  The  rest  of  us,  who'd  settled
unquestioningly   for   the   standard
construction, ate our hearts out. Later,
a mighty  struggle was waged  to open
the porch - so much wasted space, we
all  knew  that  -  to  extend  the  main
room.  After that, it was a free-for-all.
Individualism  ran  riot.   The  end   of
kibbutz civilization as we knew it.

At the time, I never saw the sense of
all  these  battles.  Why  shouldn't  we,
within the limits of cost and mctr¢gc,
have the kind of home we wanted? But
no.  Each  `red  line'  had  to  be  fought
for.

And  these  were  only  red  lines  in  a
series of red lines, dating right back to
the  beginning  of kibbutz  life,  eighty-
odd years ago. Well, let's look at forty-
five years ago,  when our kibbutz was
founded. First,  I'm told, came private
showers. That was fiercely opposed on
ideological  grounds.  Why,  the  com-
munal  showers were a meeting-place,

almost as  important as the dining-hall
- if people took to showering at home,
it  was   the   beginning   of  rebourge-
oisification!

But this  red  line was  crossed.  Next
came  radios  in  the  r6oms.  That  must
have been a battle-royal, because until
then, there had been one radio around
which  everyone  gathered  to  listen  to
news   bulletins,   concerts  -   a  vital
communal  activity.  After  that barrier
went  down,  electric  kettles   in   the
rooms, so that everyone could make a
private cup  of tea, was not a very  big
hurdle.

By  the  time  I  arrived  in  the  early
sixties, a new red line lay at my feet -
fridges  and  stoves  for  every  family.
These  meant  nothing  less  than  that
women could cook at home, keep food
at  home,   instead  of  always  eating,
together  with   everyone  else,   what
everyone else was eating.

I had a hand in crossing this red line.
I  had  no  objection  to  meals  in  the
dining-hall  but  I  liked  to  cook.  So  I
imported   a  Baby   Belling.   Hard   to
imagine   now   what   an   ideological
ruckus  this  provoked.  I  had  my  own
car as well, but that was so absolutely
beyond   the  pale   and   so  extremely
useful to a community that at that time
was very short of transport - that it was
not even  spoken  about, at least not in
my  presence.  Only  years  later  did  I
discover what some people  felt about
it.

I   caused   a  much   worse   ruckus,
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however,  in  the  baby-house.  Among
other battles  against the  strict rules, I
fought for one  simple  thing:  the right
to  continue  to  give  my  baby  his  ten-
a.in.  feed  after he became six months
old and the feed was supposed to revert
to   the   baby-house   nurse   while   I
extended my working time.

In   19661  lost  that  battle.  I  had  to
conform.   But   in   the   seventies,   I
returned  for  a  visit  to  find  the  baby-
house empty at night. The babies were
all at home with their parents. Another,
and perhaps till that time, the thickest
and widest, red line was being stealth-
ily crossed - the line of children of all
ages   sleeping   at  home.   Communal
education in its ideological purity had
taken a fatal knock. I told this story in a
play. When it was shown on Israeli TV
about  ten  years   ago,   I'm   told   that
youngsters   mocked   it  as   an   exag-
geration,  while  older  women  silently
shed tears.

But oddly, it was only now -on this
latest visit -t.hat I begaj|to tl_nderstand
the  viewpoint.-of  those  who  tried  to
hold   the   lines.  They   were  not  just
dogmatists and die-hards. They under-
stood what kibbutz was really all about.
They   knew   to   what   these   radical
changes would lead.

I discovered that there is almost no
community  life  in  kibbutz  any  more.
It's  not  just  a  matter  of  Bracha  not
knowing  where  Dov  lives.  How  can
parents go out at night and leave their
children?  What's  the  point  of  going
out  at  all,  when  there  is  television  in
every room? Even the weekly meeting
at  which  policy   is  decided  can  be
shown on closed circuit, and voting -
for those who still bother-can be done
by  phone.  In  my  time  there  was  a
feeling  of  strong  togetherness,  rein-
forced by the needs of face-to-face con-
tact.  Most  people  went  to  meetings,
and in addition there was a thing called
Culture,  which,  to a large extent,  was
self-provided:  plays, concerts, dances,
entertainments, study circles. And they
wcrc  study  circles,   not  the  piffling
geriatric  gymnastics  and  silk-painting
they have now.

Then there were visiting companies
and lecturers, courses, outdoor happen-
ings,   constant   political   discussions,
trips to regional events, not to mention
the festivals that punctuated the year.

Now virtually all except the festivals
are  gone.  The  dining-hall  still  func-
tions,  and  most  people  still  eat  there
daily. But since children of all ages eat
there  too,  the  general  uproar  ensures
that more and more oldies, and others,
tend   to   eat  at  home   in   their  fully-
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equipped   kitchen-diners.   Why   not?
Kibbutz is not one big family any more
-  except,  it must be  said,  in  times  of

joy  or bereavement.  It  is  a  village  of
nuclear families.

So  the  current  red  line,  now  being
furiously debated, may seem like just a
natural progression. part of the world-
wide swing to the right, to free-market
competitiveness  and  away  from  any
kind  of  communalism.   It  is  nothing
more or less  than the proposal  to pay
kibbutzniks differential salaries.

To  one  who  has  not  experienced
kibbutz  life,  that  may  not  raise  an
eyebrow.   But  an   absolute   basic   in
kibbutz  philosophy  has  always  been
that every member who does his work
and makes his contribution, is of equal
value  to  the  community,  and  when  I
lived there, my conditioned notions of
differential  importances  simply  drop-
ped away. The trained carer who looks
after your toddler while you work, the
man who co`mes to clear your blocked
drain,  are  quite  as  vital  to  your daily
wellbeing as the kibbutz secretary, the
highest  office,   or  the  person   who
manages an agricultural branch.

Of course there were  always  shirk-
ers,   `parasites',   who,   as   everyone
received the same rewards as a matter
of dogma, caused deep resentment. But
now  the  new  ideologues - if you  can
call them that -of the kibbutz, the new
generation,  are  talking  about  paying
the manager of the dairy, for example,
four times what an educator would get.
Looking   after  cows,   thus,   is  more
highly  reckoned  than  looking  after
children.  And  why?  Obviously,  be-
cause cows make money. Mrs Thatcher
would cheer for them.

The main  reason for this  projected
innovation  -  which  is  being  fiercely
opposed in the more left-wing kibbut-
zim  like  ours  -  is  economic.  In  the
eighties,  the  kibbutzim,  egged  on  by
the  then  government,  the  banks,  and
their  own  financial  advisors  bemused
by  raging   inflation,   invested   on   the
stock-exchange  -  another  red  line!  -
and fell overwhelmingly into debt.

Then the cry  arose that the kibbutz
could  no  longer  afford  to  be  run  by
amateurs.  It  must  stop  leaving  major
decisions to outside advisors who had
often  landed  them  in  serious  messes,
stop   moving   branch   managers   and
kibbutz officers around lest they begin
to  be  seen  as   `bosses'.  Instead  they
were to give them professional training
and  establish  the  good  ones  in  their
jobs to become experts. No longer was
the  profit  motive  to  be  treated  irrel-
evant  to  kibbutz  thinking.   All  these

ideas surfaced in the disillusioning time
after  the  bank-crash,   and   began   to
germinate and grow in the minds of the
new generation.

As for the veterans, I think they were
influenced  by  the  strong  anti-kibbutz
propaganda   of  the   Begin   regime,
which,  to curry  favour with the urban
poor  who   were   their  constituency,
attacked the kibbutzim as  `swimming-
pool   elitists'   and   `featherbedded
parasites', a disgustingly unjust slur on
people,  never  more  than  4%  of  the
population, who had broken their backs
to provide the country not only with a
huge   proportion   of  its   agricultural
products but latterly a fair share of its
factory products as well, not to mention
35% of its pilots and officers and well
over half of its artists.

After being seen as the cream of the
nation for at least thirty years on either
side of the creation of the state, many
veterans  and  founders  felt bewildered
and demoralised. Now that the kibbutz
system   is   being   taken   apart  from
within,   many   of   them   also   feel
betrayed.

Others simply shrug and turn on their
TV's. There is a deathly apathy about
politics,  not only among the founding
generation.  The kibbutzim used  to  be
the  core  of  the  idealistic  Left  in  the
country, which would once have risen
in its wrath against such enormities as
the deportations.

The fact is that kibbutz thinkers and
doers  are  too  preoccupied   with   the
problems of their own internal political
dynamic.  They  face  what  many  are
calling the last red line - if they bring
in  differential   wage-structure,   then
kibbutz  cannot  any  longer  call  itself
kibbutz.  It will  be a moshei/, a vi]]age
where certain decisions  are  alTived  at
jointly   and   certain   amenities   are
shared, but where basically it is every
man for himself.

Many people I talked to think this is
inevitably  where  the  kibbutz  is  head-
ing, that by the turn of the millennium
there will  be no kibbutzim left. There
are  many   in  Isreal  and  abroad  who
have  sampled kibbutz  life,  who,  even
if they couldn't manage to stick  it out
themselves,  will  be  extremely  sad  if
one  of this century's  most heroic  and
exciting sociological experiments ends
not  with  the  bang  of bankruptcy,  but
with  the  whimper  of a  defeated  slide
into capitalism I

Lyrme  Rofd  Bz`I\ks  is  a  dislinguished  no\'elisl
and regular conlribulor [o Manna. Her husband ,
Chaim  S[ei)henson,  is  an  oufslandil.g  scull)lor.
They  no\+I  live  in Britain.
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SPEAK UP
AND CRY OUT

Charles Middleburgh

EVERY RABBI KNOWS THE
risks  inherent  in  the  giving  of
so-called political sermons. The

accusations  of  bias  in  favour  of  one
party  or another, the offence that may
be  given  to  those  with  diametrically
opposed views, the temptation to keep
away from the spiritual in favour of the
more tangible temporal, until the time
is  reached  when  one  begins  to  sound
like   a   television   or   radio   pundit
speaking  in  soundbites.  It can be hard
to decide on the right balance in one's

preaching.        .
At  times   like  these,   when  I  want

inspiration  in  coming  to  a  decision,  I
often  find  myself having  recourse  to
KOAc/c/   (Ecclesiastes),   whose   hard-
bitten,  slightly  weary  Wc//cz#sc/!czw;!g
all   too  often  accords  with   my  own.
K ohel e{ wrote,..

To   everything   there   is   a   season,
and   a  time   to   every  purpose   under
heaven  .  .  .
a   time   to   kill   and   a   time   to   heal;
a time to break down and a time to

build up;
a time to weep and a time to laugh;
a time to mourn and a time to dance;
a time to throw stones and a time to

gather stones together .  .  .
a time to keep silence and a time to

speak.  (3: I,3-5a,7b)
KOAc/c/   seems   to   be   saying   that

different   occasions   merit   different
responses   and   implies   that   in   some
instances   these   responses   may   be
judged by others to be wrong, although
they may not intrinsically be so. It is a
challenging view  that has  lost none of
its  relevance  over  the  millennia  that
have    passed    since    it    was    first
enunciated.

I find the last phrase of the quotation
et  lahasot  ve-et  le  dabber,  a.  tine  to
keep silence and a time to speak, often
comes  to  my  mind  when  I  consider
people  in  the  news  and  the  remarks
that  they  make  in  response  to  events
that   concern   us   all.   This   especially
applies when the former are clergy and
the   latter   could   be   described   as
po]itica].r||iis  has  happened  many  times  in
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recent   years   but   was   particularly
noticeable in the autumn of 1991  when
there was rioting. in some of our cities
and   the   Archbishop   of  Canterbury
commented  on  it publicly  and  caused

quite a stir.
You may recall that he was roundly

attacked  by  elements  in  the press  and
by  government  ministers,  for  saying
that  `Human  wrongdoing  is  inextric-
ably  linked  to  social  deprivation'.  In
the   ensuing   row,   what   particularly
caught my attention was the dichotomy
between  what  was  said  and  who  was
saying  it;   the  Archbishop  and   those
members of the clergy who supported
him used  the language  of the political
arena  and  the  politicians  used  that  of
the pulpit.  So  the  latter  spoke of evil,
human   wickedness   and   sin   and   the
former  of poverty,  poor  housing  and
illiteracy.

The ensuing debate, which is peren-
nial,  re-opened  for me  the  fascinating
issue   of   the   relationship   between
Religion and Politics and by extension,
between  clergy  of  all  denominations
and politicians of all persuasions.

For Jews  this  is  an  intricate matter.
During  rabbinic  times,  especially  the
period   when   Palestine   came   under
Roman  domination,   the  rabbis,   who
often  acted  as  a  popular  mouthpiece,
had   to   be   very   cautious.   At   some
periods, Judaism was proscribed,  with
death   the   penalty   for   those   who
infringed the word of the Emperor and
although observance continued under-
ground,  public  comment  was  out  of
the  question.  At  others,  even  though
Jews were allowed to  follow the ways
of their faith quite openly and to attend
synagogues   for  public   worship,   the
rabbis who spoke in them were forced
to  be  circumspect in  their pronounce-
m?nts.   Anything   less   invited   the
danger of informers who would report
apparently  seditious  statements  to  the
authorities, with potentially disastrous
consequences.

It would be wrong to infer from this,
however,  that the rabbis  and  teachers
of  Judaea   refrained   from   political
comment,   merely   that   it  had   to   be

couched   in   a   coded   language   that
would   have   been   meaningless   to
outsiders,  but  the  double-meaning  of
which  Jews  would   have   understood
well.   A   good   example   of   this   is
Midrash Bereshit Rabbah 6..3, discus-
sing Genesis  I : 16, which seems to be a
discussion of the two great lights,  set
in  the heavens  by  God,  applied  to  the
complex   relationship   between  Jacob
and Esau.

It  talks  of the  smallness  and  weak-
ness  of  Jacob  as  compared  to  Esau.
Although it states the ultimate triumph
of the former over the latter, it appears
to  have  no  political  message  whatso-
ever. The #!!.drczsfo takes on a new and
much  more potent meaning when you
remember that the rabbis regularly use
Jacob as a figure for the Jewish people
and Esau for the Roman Empire. Now
it  becomes  a  forthright  proclamation
of  the  relative  power  of  Rome  and
Israel and of the latter's final  victory.

For  most  of  Jewish  history,  speci-
fically  in  the Diaspora,  overt political
comment  has  been  negligible.  This  is
certainly  not  because  Jews  are  apolit-
ical  -as  everyone working  within  the
community will tell you this is far from
the truth  -but because,  in effect, until
the  twentieth  century,  Jews  had  never
enjoyed  political   power.   Usually   we
have  felt  ourselves  to  be  living  under
sufferance in the countries in which we
happened  to be domiciled. Whether it
was   Poland,   Germany,   France   or
England, Jewish security depended on
the goodwill of those in power -which
made  it  inadvisable  to  rock  the  boat.
Moving   continuously   between   ac-
ceptance   and   hostility   required   full-
time  concentration   and   an   aptitude,
sometimes exacted at gi.eat cost,  to be
as unobtrusive as possible.

In  modern  times,  as  societies  have

gradually   opened   to   the   diversity
within our midst and particularly under
the  influence  of  the  USA  and,  in  the
last  century,  Great  Britain,  Jews  have
become    involved    in   politics   and
discovered  their  political  voice.  Jews
no longer feel  threatened  if they  stand
up   in   public   and   express   political
opinions,   even   if   they   are   highly
critical  of  the  government  of  the  day
and   on   occasion   they   express   their
views   not   simply   on   the   basis   of
contrary political affiliation but arising
from the ethical and moral teachings of
their faith.

Rabbis,   too,   have   been  known   to
express   political   opinions   in   public.
There   was   a   time   during   the   l980s
when   the   previous   Orthodox   Chief
Rabbi,   Lord   Jakobobits,   began   to

Con[ii.ued on next page
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sound  like  Margaret  Thatcher's  vicar
on  earth.  But  they  usually  do  so  with
circumspection because of the fact that
all   shades   of  political   opinion   are
represented   in   their   communities.
Those  who  do  not,  like  the  Orthodox
rabbi   who   went  public   at  the   1987
election   and   sponsored   his   local
Conservative MP, soon find themselves
in hot water with their laity.

I  have  always  believed  that  rabbis
and  all  clergy  have  as  much  right  as
any other citizen to express a view on
the  political  issues  of  the  day.  But  it
must   be   understood   that  those   who
venture into the arena may be attacked
by  the jackals  and  hyenas  that  are  its
natural  denizens.  They  will  find  their
clerical robes scant security.

The   relationship   between   politics
and  religion  is,  inevitably,  a  difficult
one. Excepting situations where repre-
sentatives   of  the   former  so   corrupt
representatives  of  the  latter  that  they
are hand-in-glove, it is likely that they
will often be in conflict. How can it bc
otherwise when the world of amorality
and that of morality come into contact?

Governments will always have their
own agenda. Although they may hope
that  some  of  their  policies   will   find

favour  with  the  religious  authorities,
they cannot rely on this. In most cases
they  will  proceed  anyway,  regardless
of the consequences.

It   is   essential   to   remember   that
governments   have   a   limited   per-
spective,  based  on  the  length  of their
term of office and their prospects of re-
election. Religious institutions have no
such  limits,  can  take  a much  broader
view  and  further,  base  it on  centuries
of the progressive revelation of God's
will.   It  must   surely   be   the  aim  of
religions   like   Judaism   to   see   the
establishment of a society governed by
the  highest  principles   of  our  faith,
where   the   weak   and   the  poor  are
protected, the rights of every individual
are   safeguarded   and   morality   and
decency reign supreme.

All  the  teachings  of  our  faith  en-
courage us to achieve this goal. When
we see our governments enacting poli-
cies that push it farther away, we have
both   a  right   and   a  responsibility   to
speak out - and to attempt to turn the
tide. Religion is not just a private mat-
ter,  it is not simply about communica-
tion with God. It is about what you are
in  the  world,  as  well  as  in  your home
and   the   imperative  to  enhance  your

environment,  not just  to  maintain  the
status quo. Politicians must understand
this and accept it - they do not have to
like it -and appreciate that this is what
motivates   those   religious   represent-
atives  who  express  a  public  view  on
political matters.

There  is  no  attempt  to  gain  party
advantage   in   this.   That   is   not   our
concern nor should it be. It is merely a
desire  to  offer a view  consistent  with
our  religious   and  personal   integrity.
Ko%c/c/,  in his wisdom,  was probably
correct when he stated that there was a
time to keep silence - and implied that
one  ignored  this  dictum at one's  own
risk. But we cannot forget that there is
a much greater teaching in the rc#czcfe
`justice,   justice   shall   you   pursue'

(Deut.16:20).
That  statement  casts  a  bright  light

on  all  men  and  women  of  faith  and
especially on those of us who represent
religious communities. It demands our
involvement  in  contemporary   issues
and   it  means   that  for  us   there   will
always  be   e[   ledabber,   a  time   to
speak I
Rabbi  Dr.  Charles  Middleburgh  !.s  /ec./#rcr  i./I
Aramaic   al   Leo   Baeck   College   and   rabbi   of
Harrow and Wembley Progressive  Syl.agogue.
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THE     CASE     OF     JOHN
Demjanjuk,  the Ukrainian  sen-
tenced to death by a Jerusalem

court  in   April   1988,   continues.   The
appeal  before  Israel's  Supreme  Court
is   now   in   its   sixth   year,   without  a
verdict in sight. Jewish public opinion
appears to be taking little notice of the
gross   miscarriage   of  justice   that   is
manifest  in  the  sheer  length   of  the
procrastination  over  a  decision.  In  a
previous  issue  of Mcz##a  I  traced  the
record   -   both   the   proceedings   in
Jerusalem   and   the   ominous   silence
abroad -and I should now like to bring
the story up to date.

In   January  1993  in reply to queries
concerning the extraordinary  delay  in
announcing  the  decision,   the  Israeli
Ministry of Justice stated that the Su-
preme  Court  `must  consider  all  areas
of  evidence'.   The  Ministry   did   not
comment  on  the  fact  that  the  judges
have   had   ample   time   to   do   so.
Demjanjuk's  defence counsel,  Yoram
Sheftel,   thought   there   was   `a  clear
inability to admit a mistake'. In Febru-
ary  1993  a  US  Congressman  claimed
to  have  traced  the  `Ivan  the Terrible'
who  Demjanjuk  is  accused  of having
been.    According    to    Mr    James
Traficant,    `the   culprit   was   Ivan
Marchenko'.  In  March  1993  Demjan-
juk  made  his  first  protest  against  the
delay  in  the proceedings by  starting a
three-day hunger strike. New evidence
that  had   been  presented   made   the
prosecution   case   `look   dangerously
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weak',     reported     the     Jerusalem
CoITespondent of the Daily Telegraph ,
who  quoted  `Nazi-hunters'  as  having
`admitted  that  Israel  would  not  have

had  Demjanjuk  extradited  -  by  the
US  -  ..„  had  the  current  documents
been   available   at   the   time   of  the
original trial'.

The    director    of    the    Simon
Wiesenthal   Center   in   Jerusalem,
Efraim Zuroff, dismissed Demjanjuk's
protest by describing it as `nothing but
an attempt to speed up the appeals pro-
cess   in   case   new  documents   were
disclosed that linked him to Treblinka' .
Zuroff made  no comment on  the fact
that  the  trial,  which  he  described  as
`fair', had been dragging on for seven

years.
Sheftel criticised Zuroff for `having

done nothing to trace Marchenko' , but
Zuroff  insisted   `there  could  well   be
documents in the former Soviet Union
even at this stage which tie Demjanjuk
into  the  concentration  camps',  and  it
was this, he said, that Sheftel was try-
ing to prevent.

Actually, claims  were made by  the
World Jewish Congress that some evi-
dence  incriminating  Demjanjuk  had
been  destroyed  by  Sheftel  and  Dem-
janjuk's `public defender' in the USA,
Jaroslav  Dobrowolsky.  It was  alleged
that parts of a taped interview with two
former Treblinka workers in  1991  had
been erased. The allegations, reported
in  the  /cr#5cz/cm  Posf  of  23  January
and    6    March     1993,     were    not

confirmed.
In   the   meantime   the   silence   in

Anglo-Jewry persists. After I wrote to
the  Chief Executive  of  the  Board  of
Deputies of British Jews, asking for his
opinion,  Mr Neville Nagler replied  as
follows:  `Having discussed  the  matter
with  the  President  of the  Board,  I  do
not feel  that  it  would  be  right for  the
Board   to   intervene  officially   in   this
case.   At  a  time  when  Demjanjuk's
appeal  is before the Supreme Court ...
the matter remains  swb /.wd!.cc ....  I  do
not   see   how   we   could   make   a
constructive  comment  which   would
assist  in  resolving  this  uniquely  dif-
ficult  case'.  It  was  not  perhaps   /fed/
difficult, as in Jewish law undue delays
must  make   for   `unrighteousness   in
judgment'  -  see  Justice  Haim  Cohn,
Human Rights in Jewish Law, London
& New York  1984, p. 207. At the same
time, Mr Nagler criticised as  `unpleas-
ant, unbalanced and off-beam' , an arti-
ate in The  Sunday Telegraph entitled
`Time   to  forgive  the  Nazi   pawns',

which described the Demjanjuk trial as
a  `judicial  fraud'  conducted  in  an  at-
mosphere  of  `hysteria  and  gibbering
hatred ' .

Another prominent British Jew,  Mr
Gerald   Kaufman,   M.P.,   one   time
Labour's  Shadow  Foreign  Secretary,
favoured me with this pearl of abstract
wisdom:  `We must all pursue causes in
which   we   strongly   believe'.   The
Demjanjuk   affair   was   clearly   not
among  these  causes  so  far  as  he  was
concerned.  Earlier this year the cause
which  preoccupied  him  in  a  letter  to
the     press     was         the     `political
correctness'   of  the  Rodgers  &  Hart
musical  Pcz/  /ocy  as   `a  companion
piece to Cczro4/sc/, which offers excuses
for wife-battering ' .

The  Jewish  Chronicle  could  feel
strongly    over   silence   about   the
persecution of Jews. When, in January
1993, prominent citizens  of Guernsey
were  found  to  have  helped  the  Nazis
track  down  Jews,  the  paper promptly
denounced a request on their behalf for
post-war silence -as silence `blurs the
distinction between good and evil  that
is  the  litmus  test  of civilised  society'.
But  while  the  Jew.sfe  Cfero#;.c/c  had
benefited from the Tree of Knowledge
in its distinction between good and evil
generally,  silence  in  the  face  of  the
injustice perpetrated  by the Jerusalem
Supreme  Court  apparently  passed  the
aforementioned litmus test.

Nor  have  any   rabbis   spoken   up.
Apparently they all regard themselves
as   swb  /.wdr.ce',   and   no   Zola   cries
`J'accuse'. The silence continues I
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PROMISES
Elisha Porat

translated by Alan Sacks

DURING  A  BREAK  IN  MY
radiation   sessions,   I   met
Motka  in  the  out-clinic  next

to the medical centre. He was a buddy
who had served so many years with me
as   a  reservist  in  our  reconnaissance
platoon  that I  had  forgotten  when  we
first  met.  Though  pale  and  weak,  he
pulled   me  down  beside  him  on  the
bench  across  from  the doctors'  room.
He was thrilled to see me. With a tug at
my  shirt,  he  said:  `Do  you  remember
that  ambush  in  the  summer  of  '69?
When   I   was   wounded   in   the  battle
below   Ufana?   That   innocent   little
Syrian  village,  shepherds'  hovels  and
thick  Tabor  oaks  with  peeling  trunks
sprouting right out of the basalt walls.
What  an  ambush,  so  deceptive.  The
fields  of  basalt  became  a  living  hell
when  the  Syrians  opened  fire  on  us
with   20-millimetre   guns.   Do   you
remember the shower of ricochets? Do
you remember the sickening whistle of
stone  chips?  How  long  did  the  whole
ambush  last?  Ten  minutes?  A  quarter
of   an   hour?   How   long   did   that
murderous fire rake us? It seemed like
an  eternity.  I  lost  my  faith  in  watches
then.  And  when  the  fire  died  down,
and  the  slow-as-molasses  rescue` team
finally  arrived, I looked back over my
shoulder   once   more   towards   that
picturesque   Syrian   hamlet,   towards
that sweet mirage, Ufana, a handful of
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low  houses,  their roofs  flat  and  dark,
planted among the gloomy knolls. An
astonishing nest of unexpected evil.

`1 was  evacuated  too,  because  of a

light  wound  in  my  back  from  one  of
those   treacherous  ricochets  off  the
hostile basalt. Do you remember how I
tried to make a joke of it all the way to
the aid station? From where I was lying
in  the  evacuation carrier,  I  wanted  to
lift  the  men  from  their  depression.  It
was   awful   there   in  the   armoured
carrier. I remember that I pretended to
be  a  famous  radio  announcer,  mim-
icking him as I broadcast the incident
at  Ufana.  I  was  precise  and  excited,
true  to  the  horror  as  if  I'd  been  a
broadcaster   from   birth.   The   boys
helped me with the game, chiming the
portentous  warning  beeps  just  before
the  news,  after  which  I  imitated  the
famous announcer's grave, pretentious
voice.   Slowly  and  with  emphasis,  I
read the names of the boys lying on me
inside  the  evacuation  carrier.  I  delib-
erately   threw   in  the   names  of  our
buddies who had stayed behind  at the
base   in   Kuneitra   and   hadn't   been
wounded in the ambush. Lucky stiffs!
We  were  all   light-headed  from  the
tension,   the   shock   of  surprise,   our
wounds and the wonderful feeling that
we had been saved. Who could control
his excitement at a time like that?

"Motka,' I vowed to myself between

bone-jarring  jolts   of  the   galloping
carrier,  `Motka,'  if you manage to get
out of here in one piece, if you make it
to  the  landing  zone  at  Kuneitra  safe
and sound, if you survive the flight to
the  hospital,  you'll  never come  back.
You  can  wipe  the  illusion  of  ruined
Ufana, the track of dust sifting beneath
you, the basalt mounds and the skeins
of  vines,  from  your  life's  map.  You
can  erase  from  your  life  the  grooved
floor of the carrier and the red-hot hood
of the scout car on which you lay when
the  20-millimetre  shells  unexpectedly
burst  from  the  bunkers  concealed  at
Ufana.   From   now   on,   you'll   be
wrapped  in  a  soft,  cushy  flak  jacket.
You']l take care of yourself from here
on   like  a  woman  at  the  end  of  her
pregnancy.  And  you'1l   give  up  your
killer cigarettes.

`So, while we lay on the floor of the

carrier in  a sweating,  bleeding  pile  of
wounded  men,  we  swore one  another
solemn, inviolable oaths. No more foul,
life-shortening   habits.   An   end   to
smoking,  to  overeating  and  infidelity.
As  the  wounded  were  loaded  onto  a
helicopter, I looked back again towards
the foot of the distant hills overlooking
the ruined  town  and  the barren knolls

around it. For the last time in my life, I
saw the little village of Ufana feigning
innocence in the soft morning light and
swaying  with  the  wind's  refreshing
breeze as if in a dream.

`Where am I,  and where is the flalt

jacket  around  me?  Where  am  I  and
what has  become  of those  vows?  Do
you think I've stopped smoking? Have
I  forsaken  gluttony  and  adultery?  It
seems  to  me  that  my  appetite  for all
these  has  even  grown  since  I   was
wounded:  more  cigarettes,  more  pig-
outs  and,  yes,  more  cheating  on  my
wife,  too.  How  could  I  have  treated
myself like a woman ready to deliver?
Look,   I   didn't  even  know  how   to
behave when my wife went into labour
with our children. Where is that feeling
of intoxication, that sense of promises
never to be broken, beneath a heap of
wounded men? To live better - and as
soon as we came off the chopper at the
hospital 's cramped landing zone, even
before I was staggered by the scent of
the  sea,  I  had  already  forgotten  my
VOWS.

`Why was I punished? Why were the

guys punished? Who the hell is it who
decides   who'11   be   wounded?   What
would have happened if I had dawdled
on  my  final  leave,  as  my  wife  had
begged me, and not hurried off to join
the patrol that was hit?

`As you can see, you understand how

it is, I recovered quickly enough from
my  wound.  I  was  lucky,  the  injury
wasn't serious. But some thoughts still

gnaw  at  me.  I  went  back  to  work,  to
stress,  bosses'  orders  and  silly  argu-
ments  with  the  employees  under  me.
As  for  the  family,  I  really  tried   to
bridge the chasms between me and my
wife. Her devotion during the first days
of my injury knew no bounds. But that,
it turned  out,  only  made thingS  worse
between us because it galled me that I
didn't know how to repay her. I really
thought  in  the  beginning  that  a  small
miracle had occurred, giving our love
a   fresh   start.   Then,   little   by   little,
matters   sank   back   into   their   old,
oppressive  rut.  I  couldn't  even  thank
her the way I wanted. We fell into the
old   quarrels,   the   usual   jabs   and
predictable reconciliations.  Imagine,  I
even wanted to surprise her with a short
trip  abroad,  but  by  the  time  I  began
making  the necessary  arrangements, I
saw  that  it  was  ridiculous,  absolutely
pointless.   I   was   all   mixed-up,   be-
fuddled like a boy, when I told her, in
my  roundabout  way,  about  the  trip  I
had cancelled.

`But   the  situation   today   is   much

worse.  You  can  see  that  it  isn't  the
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light wound from the Ufana battle. I've
had  plenty  of time  between  radiation
treatments  to  vow  all  the  vows  in  the
world and change my perverted habits
77 times. And how does all that help?
On the contrary,  now I can  smoke all
those forbidden cigarettes serene in the
knowledge that these are definitely my
last ones.  I can  overeat to  my  heart's
content because I know, even without
the doctors' nagging, that these are my
last  binges.  I  struggle  only  with  my
affairs. It's hard to cheat on your wife
when you're sick. I don't get around so
well,  either.  There  are  bad  spells  of
weakness when I'm unwillingly driven
to reestablish the old alliance with my
wife  and  make  the  mistake  of mum-
bling  a  partial  confession  in  her ears.
But   she   isn't   satisfied   with   an   in-
complete  story.  With  rising  fury,  she
wrings  further details from me  in  my
weakened   state:   more  names,  more
places, more dates.`It's unbelievable how much suffer-

ing  there  is  in_the wor]dLLJt Sometimes
seems  to.  me  that  my  entire  life  has
been nothing but a hectic passage from
one  station  of pain  to another.  Some-
times, I find happiness in knowing that
others suffer, too. Fortunately, I don't
have   to   share   in   all   the  heartache
around  me.  I could  not bear up under
that burden. But sometimes, right after

my  treatments,  when  I feel  especially
miserable,   I'm  suddenly   ashamed,   I
yearn  to  be  completely  different  and
share  in  all  the  world's  grief.  Look
around me here, in the hallway, in the
waiting   rooms   and   at   the   doctors'
doors.   So   much   suffering   is   con-
centrated here.

`After my wound at Ufana,  when I

knew that I hadn't been badly hurt and
would  soon  recover,  and  might  even
matte something out of it, I was filled
with  a  childish  desire  to  contemplate
everything as a reporter would. In other
words,  with  detachment  and  an  out-
sider's eye. Once again, I made myself
an  announcer like  the  famous  one on
the  radio  and  reported  directly  from
the  fire-fight  in  the  north,  my  own
personal suffering front. Yes, it's a real
scandal,  that  impulsiveness  of  mine,
how  inane  I  am,  whipped  on  by   a
passion for games. Among the wound-
ed  thrown  on  top  of  me  were  some
very  badly  hurt.  One of the boys  was
even  in  danger  of  losing  his  life.  Do
you   remember  how   we   all   pulled
together  then?  The  whole  unit  called
up, guys refusing to be released just so
they could spend time with the wound-
ed. What a spirit of brotherhood bound
us all. We were so close. There was a
bedrock  faith  that  everything  had  to
turn out all right. We were all united in

fear and love and averting pain.
`Wrap  myself  in  a  soft  flak  jacket

for the rest of my life? Pamper myself
in  my  remaining  years  like  a  woman
expecting   any   moment?  What  non-
sense.  What mindless  idiocy.  Promise
myself that 1'11  abstain from adultery?
What a na.I.ve, childish way to bribe the
one who toys  with  our lives.  You can
see that even this little pay-off wasn't
wanted. VVIien I turn around and close
my  eyes,  I  see  Ufana's  black  basalt
mounds  once  again,  the bursts  of fire
and   smoke  from   the   20-millimetre
guns.  With  difficulty,   I  stop  myself
from  dropping  and  crawling  beneath
the scout car, from feverishly burrow-
ing  into  the  layer  of  wicked  basalt.  I
must remain erect. I must see with my
eyes,  and  feel  with  all  my  body,  how
the swift, unseen sliver of metal flew at
me  in  a  wholly   indifferent,  metallic
malevolence,  struck  and  changed  my
entire life.'

The door to the doctors' room across
from us opened, and a nurse came out
and called,  `Motka, come in, please.' I
rose and stood beside him I

Ellsha  Porat  is  a  con[emi}orary  Israeli  wriler
who has  i}ublished  I 3  I)ooks Of s[ories  as \`'ell  as

poetry.  AIan  S2Icks  is  his  American  lranslalor
\\iho  lives  in  Philadel|}hia.
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THE IDENTITY 0F THE AMERICAN JEW
T_he blue centrefold has become a major feature Of MANNA. Up to now it has been termed `The MANNA Theology

Supplement' . -Whilst we intend to continue to use this section to promote theological thinking and writing, the title
has beco_me_a little restrictive. Hence the new heading `The MANNA Essay' . This issue' s essay is a case in point -

not_ strictly theological but an attempt to understand, through the use Of literature, whether there is such a thing as a
distinct Armerican-Jewish identity. In our October issue we hope to publish a companion piece by Bryan Cheyette

which will look at Anglo-Jewish identity as revealed by Anglo-Jewish writers.
`Because of America's rejection of the past, of the fierce commitment to the notion that this land will start anew,

the American Jew is pulled apart. To be a Jew is to remember. An American must forget.'  I

T¥nt;ir::I:s::Axap:e:n%ch¥
American  and  can,   therefore,  be
distinguished from the cultural history
of mainstream America. The American
Jew is not so wholly American that all
vestiges of Jewish identification can be
simply discarded, nor is he so wholly
Jewish that a sense of being American
can be treated as marginal. The nature
of  a  Jewish-American  identity  is  a
matter  of  negotiation  and  invention.
Philip Roth puts it this way:

As  I  see  it,  the  task  for  the
Jewish novelist has not been to
go forth to forge in the smithy of
his soul the uncreated conscience
of his race, but to find inspiration
in  a  conscience  that  has  been
created  and  undone  a  hundred
times over in this century alone.
Similarly,  out of this myriad  of
prototypes, the solitary being to
whom  history  or circumstances
has   assigned   the  appellation
`Jew'  has  had,   as  it  were,  to

`     imagine  what  he  is  and  is  not,

must and must not do.' 2
The first Jew in America arrived in

1621,justoneyearaftertheMayflower
sailed.  By   1656,  there  were  enough
Jews in New Amsterdam to justify the
establishment of a cemetery. The first
synagogue  was  built in  1628.  At the
start of the American Revolution, there
were  approximately  2000  Jews  in
America. At the end of the Civil War,

Mike Woolf
the Union Army contained no less than
nine Jewish  generals  as  well  as  over
200 Captains and 325 Lieutenants.

A look at the year 1864 dispels two
false notions. The first is that Jewish-
American  history  somehow  begins
with the influx of East-European Jews
in   the   1880s.   The   second   is   that
American Jews  inevitably  brought  to
America  a liberal,  reformist political
perspective.  At  the  end  of  the  Civil
War,  there  was,  in  fact,  no  homo-
genous group of Jews who had united
to fight slavery. Jews in America had
divided  along  geographical lines  like
the  rest  of  the  population.  Regional
loyalty proved to be stronger than any
ethnic  or  political  sense  of  Jewish
unity.   There   was   no   community
abhorrence of slavery.

There was in a sense no community
but rather a set of aspiring individuals,
mainly  of  German  origin,  who  held
dual objectives: to penetrate American
society and to retain, as far as possible,
a fomi of Judaism that would not be
noticeably alien in Protestant America.
Judaism itself underwent one of many
transformations.   Jewish  ritual   and
practice  became  progressively  more
genteel,  and  gentile,  in  appearance.
The  Jewish  Reforln  Movement  was
precisely  an  attempt  to  reconcile  the
demands of America with a sustained
if diluted, version of Judaism.

The  real  story  of Jewish-America,
with  its  implicit  dualism  was  not,
however, being made by German Jews
in  their  inexorable  path  towards  the
eradication  of  difference,  towards  a
place  within  American  society.  The
story  was  being  shaped  across  the
Atlantic  in  the  villages  and  towns  of
Eastern Europe. Sfefcf/ Jews, suffering
both   deprivation  and  persecution,
began to generate a notion of America
as a land that was both a geographical
reality,  from which parcels  and news
intermittently  arrived,  and  a  s.eeular
version of Zion: a dreamed world that
could be yearned for and invented  in
the  imagination.   Ignorance  of  the
reality  of America was,  of course,  a
necessary precondition for the  inven-
tion of the myth, formed in the shape
of aspiration.

From   1880  to   1921,   when  anti-
immigration laws  stopped  the tide of
Jewish  entry,  East  European  Jews
flocked  to  America.  Unlike  their
German  counterparts,  they  were,  for
the  most  part,  ostensibly  uneducated
and,  to  American  eyes,  outlandishly
exotic in .their strange garb, with their
strange  language.  They  brought  with
them  a  version  of the  religion  in  an
undiluted,  alien  form.  To  the  dis-
comfort  of  many  German  Jews,  the
East  Europeans   were  visibly   and
audibly  Jewish.  They  spoke  Yiddish
and gathered in small communities and
attempted to recreate,  in one fomi or
another,  the  community  cohesion  of



Sfrfc// society. In poverty they began to
give  shape  to  the  great confrontation
between  the  Jews  of Europe  and  the
American continent. It is the beginning
of a history that is truly both American
and Jewish.

The  immigrant  Jews  settled  pri-
marily on the East Coast in the  1880s
and particularly on the Lower East Side
of New  York.  This  was  transformed
into a Jewish village where the immi-
grant population struggled to adjust and
survive  in  a  land  that  was  far  from
laden   with   milk   and   honey.   The
immigrant Jew  occupied  a  landscape
of  startling  transformation,  fragmen-
tation   and   cultural   flux,   Wealth,
morality and intellect were all  subject
to  alarming  changes.  The boundaries
of a known world were suddenly seen
to  shape  and  re~shape  into  new  and
disturbing  patterns.  The  geographical
dislocation  from  European  roots  had
profound    religious    and    cultural
implications.

There is no consensus version of the
immigrant  experience  but  rather  a
spectrum of response that continues to
exert an influence on Jewish-American
culture.  In essence,  there  is  a need  to
negotiate  a  version  of  the  past  and
consequently to pick over the bones of
evidence,       to       delve       amongst
contradiction.

The American Jew  appears  neither
American nor Jewish enough to estab-
lish a simple sense of self and self-in-
history.  Instead,  there  is  a  recurrent
dialogue with the past as both cultural
history  and  personal  experience.  The
children,  in either guilt or accusation,
pick over the debris of the abandoned
world  of their  forefathers.  Each  gen~
eration seeks to intexpret the experience
of  the  previous  generation,  to  make
acts  of reconciliation  and  adjustment
within  an America that progressively
offers hospitality and prosperity. While
the  immigrant  experience  is  charac-
terised  by  struggle  and  suffering,  the
offspring  of those  immigrants,  in  the
late   1950s,  60s  and  70s,  establish  a
secure place at the centre of American
culture. From that comfortable position
there is a paradoxical tendency to re-
interpret,  re-experience  even,   the
uncertainties and cultural traumas of a
less secure generation.

Much  Jewish-American  writing  is
characterised  by  a  notion  of  implicit
negotiation  across  generations.  There
is  a problematic  sense that the `values
of the past have been betrayed without
gaining  a  true  sense  of  ease  in  the
present.  Thus,  by  the   1960s,  with  a
place. at the centre of American literary

life,  Norman  Podhoretz   describes
himself  as  `a  problematic  American
and an even more problematic Jew'. 3
The record of the Jews in the twentieth
century  is,  on  one  level,  an  extra-
ordinary success story characterised by
the penetration of American society at
all  levels  of achievement from crime
to  academia, from politics to popular
culture.  It  also,  however,  reveals  the
moral   and   cultural   ambiguity   of
success itself. The generation enjoying
the comfortable present cannot easily
slough  off a  sense  of belonging  to  a
community of suffering, joined in some
uneasy   manner  to   the   alternative
experience  of reality  reflected  in  the
lives of their parents and grandparents.

In this context, Charles Reznikoff's
Family Chronicle is a crucial text. On
one   level,   it   enacts   the   dialogue
between present and past,  and it also
offers  itself as  evidence  of change.  It
describes the beginning of a process by
which American Jews were transported
from a marginal existence to the centre
of  American  society.  Alfred  Kazin's
autobiographies are equally important
records  of  that  process.  The  three
volumes, A  Wcz/kcr I." ffec  Cz.ty (1951),
Starting Out in the Thirties (1962:) c[nd
Ivew   york  Jew   (1978)   create,   in
essence,  a  map  of  Jewish  American
experience, the contours of which are
recognisably   symptomatic  of  com-
munity consciousness.

Like Reznikoff, Kazin carries  with
him   the   burden   of   his   parent's
ambition:

`1  worked  on  a  hairline  be-

tween  triumph  and  catastrophe.
Why  the  odds   should  always
have felt so narrow I understood
only  when  I  realized  how  little
my parents thought of their own
lives. It was not for myself alone
that I was expected to shine, but
for them -to redeem the constant
anxiety of their existence. I was
the  first  American  child,  their
offering to the strange new God;
I  was  to  be  the  monument  of
their liberation  from the  shame
of being -what they were.' 4
`Making  it'   again  involves,  as  an

integral  part of the  act,  an  alienation
from the world of the parents. Kazin' s
use of the word `monument' precisely
indicates   the  degree  to  which  the
burden of parental ambition imposes a
profound pressure upon the identity of
the following generation. The child is
both sacrifice and memorial elevated,
in  both  cases,  way  above  the flawed
humanity of the parents. The child is
translated   into   a   symbol   for  the

aspirations of others. Kazin, typical of
a  successful  generation  of academies
and writers, returns to  the abandoned
world of childhood to make an act of
contrition, to reconnect with a past that
cannot be painlessly discarded.

The  writing  often  contains  a para-
doxical dualism. It offers an account of
liberation from  the  limitations  of the
parent's  world  and,  simultaneously,
records the impossibility of liberation.
The  past  is  carried  heavily  into  the
present-future and for Kazin and others
of his  generation this  suggests  that to
be  a Jew  in America  is  inevitably  to
remain in the place from which one has
travelled.

The metaphor of a journey from  a
Jewish to a gentile world is a recurrent
one  in  Jewish-American  writing.  It
carries  the  notion  of  upward  social
mobility while signifying the difficulty
of making a transition between worlds
conceived  of as  geographically  close
but socially distant. This is the point of
departure for Norman Podhoretz: ` One
of the longest journeys in the world is
the journey  from  Brocklyn  to  Man-
hattan  -  or  at  least  from  certain
neighbourhoods in Brooklyn to certaln
parts   of  Manhattan'.5  There   is   a
repeated sense of America as a foreign
country, a far distant land to which the
writer comes  burdened  with  the  bag-
gage  of  parental  ambition  and  from
which  he  returns   obsessively.   The
gentile world appears alien both in its
customs and in its forgetfulness. Daniel
Bell  recognised  that  a  preoccupation
with  the  landscape  of  the  past  is,
almost,  a  defining  characteristic  of
Jewish consciousness:  `For me, there-
fore,  to  be  a  Jew  is  to  be  part  of  a
community woven by memory . . . '6

Father and son relationships are also
governed by the role of moumer thrust
on the  son in the Jewish family.  The
son  is  frequently  defined  in terms  of
death,  a  `monument'  to  the  father's
life. The son is left with the pain which
the role imposes:

`My father always introduced

me  around  very  shyly  but  with
unmistakable   delight,   as   his
kczddi.f7!.  What  an  intense  pride
that  word  carried  for him,  and
how it saddened me. Kczddz.sfe is
the Hebrew prayer for the dead,
read for a father by his son.' 7
The  figures  of these  fathers  haunt

their Americanised sons. They impose
a  burden   of  memory.   In  Jerome
Charyn's case, as the son moves toward
an  educated perception  of the  world,
the  gap  between  father  and  son  be-
comes a chasm:



`1  wasn't  so  successful  with

my dad. I belittled him in Spin-
oza' s voice, talked of clockworks
in the sky (I was twelve), and he
beat me with a broom.

That was thirty-six years ago,
and  I've   developed   amnesia
about  my  Dad.  Had  to  or  I
cou]dn't  have  survived.  But  I
never  really  rubbed  away  that
relentless  look  of  anger  in  his
eye, as if my existence were an
affront to him, an outrage he had
to endure...how  do you find  the
right  cost  accounting  to  com-
pensate for the anger of your own
dad? He's seventy-five. His hair
is blacker than mine. I still can't
understand   his   sy]]ables.   He
speaks a language of wounds.' 8
Charyn looks across a no-man's land

of  the  past  still  dodging  threatening
missiles.   His   version   of  personal
history   admits   no   reconciliation.
Kazin's books, in contrast, are acts of
reconciliation  with   the  abandoned
world:  lyrical,  albeit  still  painful,  re-
explorations of the past.

Those books are also, of themselves,
evidence  of  a  crucial   discovery  in
Jewish-American  culture:   that  art
could  be  made  out  of  domestic  and
personal   experience.   By  the   1950s,
Norman Podhoretz was able to learn:

` that it was possible to achieve

cultivation without losing touch
with  oneself,   without  doing
violence  to  one's  true  feelings,
without  becoming  pompous,
pretentious, affected, or false to
the  realities  of  one's  own  ex-
perience  -  without,   in  short,
becoming a facsimile WASP.' `'
The  path   to   intellectual   success

could then be reconciled with a Jewish
self.  You  could  be,  as  Kazin's  title
boldly asserts, a `New York Jew' and a
man  of  letters.  No  intrinsic  contra-
diction between these conditions need
exist. It was a startling discovery, a pre
- requisite for the evolution of a Jew-
ish-American  literature.  It  permitted
the journey back  into  a Jewish  world
with a transforming imagination. Philip
Roth  argued  that, for him,  the lesson
was  contalned  in  the  work  of  Saul
Bellow and Bernard Malamud:

`They pointed to a world that

I could recognise and said this is
the material  of fiction...so I got
the idea that I could look at what
I  knew.   I  could   look  at  my
Newark.  I  could  look   at  my
South   Orange   and  that  stuff
qualifies as fiction."
In another sense, therefore, literature

itself could be the means by which the
disparate  worlds  of Jewish childhood
and  American  maturity   could   be
reconciled,  welded  and  transformed
into  art.  The  two  worlds  could  be
united to make a distinct and valuable
third  entity:   that  body  of  writing,
particularly the novels, which brought
Jewish-American  experience  into  the
centre of American culture in the 1960s
and 70s.

Kazin's autobiographies also ident-
ify  moments  of key,  often  symbolic,
significance  in  Jewish-American  ex-
perience. The Depression is identified
as a. key period in Starting Out in the
77iz.7-fz.es   when  socialist  commitment
was   allied   to,   and   sustained   by,
material  deprivation.  The  history  of
Jewish  socialism  is  well-documented
and it coheres  around  a succession of
radical  periodicals  from  the  Yiddish
newspapers  to  77!e  IVcw  A4czs5c5  and
Pczrfz.scz#  Revz.ew.  For  the  immigrant,
the  assertion  of a  socialist  faith  gave
dignity and purpose to life in America.
It  offered   an  alternative  sense   of
location in a dislocated world, a sense
of security  in a landscape of perverse
and  puzzling  transformations.   The
religious  certainties  of  the  sfefcf/  are
replaced  by  the  radical  certainties  of
thethirties.TheymergeinMikeGold's
Jews Wztfeowf Mo#ey. Gold's vision of
a  revolutionary  faith  is  expressed  in
terms of a Jewish Messianic myth:

`A man on an East Side soap-

box,  one night, proclaimed that
out  of  the  despair,  melancholy
and helpless  rage of millions,  a
world movement had been born
to abolish poverty.

I listened to him.
0  workers'  Revolution,  you

brought  hope  to  me,  a  lonely,
suicidal  boy.  You  are  the  true
Messiah.  You  will  destroy  the
East  Side when  you  come,  and
build  there  a  garden  for  the
human spirit.

0 Revolution that forced me
to think, to struggle and to live.

0 great Beginning! ' ]'
Those   voices   haunt   those   that

follow. The father and the grandfather
combine  in  a single  accusatory  voice
confronting the generation of the 1960s
with  images of lost Edens, dreams of
abandoned Zions, faith littered  in the
debris of passing time. The politicised
thirties   are  repeatedly  revisited  in
fiction  in,  for example,  the  tone  and
texture  of  Bernard  Malamud's   r7[c
Assz's/cz#f,  or  in  Wallace  Markfield's
Tcztc/Z7cwm's Wz.redow, a kind of black~
comic exorcism of various icons of the

thirties. The period also haunts the un-
easy Jewish intellectuals of the 1950s.
Their faith erodes under two pressures:
Mccarthyism within America and Sta-
linism in the Soviet Union. What Kazin
calls   `the  radical  confidence  of  the
1930s"  evaporates  painfully  in  the
complex  and  pained  introspection  of
the following  decades.  By  the  1980s,
the  process  is,  in  some  cases,  com-
plete. Norman Podhoretz, for example,
proffers an almost virulent, pro-Ameri-
can Establishment conservatism. There
is a suggestion that Jewish intellectuals
have begun to abandon their traditional
position     of     anti-Establishment
radicalism.  They  no  longer  feel  the
need  to  say,  in  Leslie  Fiedler's  and
Herman Me]ville's expression, `No! In
Thunder'. There is no perceptible gap
between  Podhoretz's  thought  in  the
mid-1980s and Ronald Reagan's.

American Jews have also inevitably
confronted,  and  been  confronted  by,
images  of the Holocaust. In  some re-
spects,  like  memories  of  the   1930s,
that  experience  assaults  and  makes
uneasy the comfort and security of the
post-war world. The fictional approach
is,  for  the  most  part  oblique,  but  as
Philip Roth indicates `It's hard to be a
Jewish writer or a writer who is a Jew
or  both   and   write   something  that
doesn't  reverberate  and  eventually
touch these dead Jews'  .  13

In  essence,  the  Jewish-American
writer   is   locked   in   a   permanent
dialogue  with the  dead,  is  repeatedly
confronted  by  the moral  implications
of comfortable  survival  and  is  asked
the questions raised by Barbara Probst
Solomon:   `How  do  we  get  off  so
easily?  Why  do  we  call  ourselves
Jews?'  `4

By the 1960s, mature Jewish-Amer-
ican writing having moved beyond its
`sett]er'  mode  -  tales  of  immigrant

failure and success -reflects a complex
engagement with the recent and more
distant  past  in  both  American  and
European  forms.  It  becomes  impos-
sible to discard some ancestral version
of Jewish identity. This factor enforces
a sense of historical and psychological
marginality. There develop, for exam-
p]e,  new  interests  in  Jewish  history
sometimes  in  the  form  of  Zionism,
sometimes in the fomi of re-discovered
faith.  Radical  Orthodox  movements
find new recruits among the American
young. There is also a re-discovery of
Yiddish, a newfound enthusiasm for a
Jewish language, reflected by Cynthia
Ozick:  `It  occurs  to  me  that if only  I
had been able to write `Usuxpation'  in
aJewishlanguage-HebreworYiddish



-  it  would  have  been  understood  in-
stant]y'.'5    The   other   side   of  this
rediscovered  interest  and,  in  some
cases,  commitment is reflected in the
dilemma identified by Barbara Probst
Solomon in a Comme#£czry symposium
organised  in  1961:  `1 feel  like a Jew,
but I cannot czcf like a Jew. ' ]6This no-
tion  of  remaining  Jewish  without  a
commitment to religious faith or prac-
tice leads to ambiguity. The notion of
what it means to be Jewish is problem-
aticwhenJudalsmremainspartofself-
definition  but is  not accompanied  by
rdigious  belief  or  commitment.  The
dilemma  of  identity  is  recorded  by
Noma Stahl Rosen: `A Jew not a Jew,
with  a longing to be a Jew and not a
Jew'  .'7

The  Jewish-American  writer,  like
the community  as  a whole,  confronts
notions  of Judalsm  as  a disappearing
faith  in  which  secularism  and  inter-
marriage  undemine  whatever  mean-
ings  persist.  The  process  further  en-
forces  a dilemma of identity  because
while traditional faith and practice are
eroded,  Judaism  does  not,  cannot,
reach point zero. The past can neither
be lived nor abandoned.

This  leads  to  a  form  of  strategic
introspection  whereby  the  novelist
seeks definitions of self in relation to
Jewish history and identity. This task
has been, for the most part, the primary
fictional preoccupation of Philip Roth
from  the  e.arly  satires  of  suburban
morals  and  mores  in  the  Goodbye
Co/wmz?ws  collection  to  the  complex
playfulness of the conflicting identities
inoperationskylock..AConfession.In
that novel, Roth creates a metaphor for
the  multiple  forms  of  identity  that
cohere and contradict in the personae
of a  contemporary  Jewish-American.
The geographical and political reality
of  Israel  conflicts  with  a  mythical
notion of Zion. In some perspectives,
the legacy of the Holocaust is to focus
attention on  the Jew in Israel  as both
historical  victim  and  contemporary
victimiser.   Roth  presents   Jewish-
American   identity   as   a  dilemma
emerging from conflicting imperatives.
The  Jewish  tragedy  of  the  twentieth
century has been to be persecuted first
and then to become persecutor. Roth's
Jewish-American   is  not  at  home
anywhere, existing in a permanent state
of exile from a secure or single notion
Of  sctf or history.. Operation  Skylock
contains  two  fictional  Philip  Roths
whose  paths  cross  and  interweave
throughout. The novel grows ironically
out of an innocent question asked by a
schoolboy to one of the fictional Roths:

`What  comes  first,'   he  asked  me,
`nationality or Jewish identity? Tell us

about your identity crisis.. '8 Roth pro-
ceeds  to  do  just  that  in  nearly  four
hundred  pages.  What he  creates  is  a
construct  analogous  to  Jerome  Char-
yn's   `phantom  moving  from  one
culture into another culture'.19

Such   ambiguities   lead  towards
Leslie Fiedler' s projection of Judaism
as  a kind  of symbolic  stance.  Ethnic
identity, in an argument that is remin-
iscent of Norman Mailer's view in `The
White Negro', is less a matter of birth
than a matter of symbolic condition. In
his  novel  7lfoe  Scco#d  Sfo#e,  Fielder
sets  a  Rabbi  Mark  in  contrast  to  a
gentile Clem and in that confrontation
enforces   a  sense   that  the  gentile
represents  a  spiritual   and  mythical
dimension of Judalsm that the Rabbi,
in comfort at the centre of American
culture, has abandoned:

`I'm the real Jew too, Mark, the real

Jew, Rabbi, if to be a Jew means to live
on the margins of the world in failure
and terror, to be in exile. IVof to rise on
the third day. You're righteous, that's
the  charge, justified.  I .accuse you  of
being well-adjusted, you -you goy!`2°

That is precisely the margin at which
Malamud   creates   his   version   of
Judaism:

`What  kind  of man  did  you

have to be born to shut yourself
up  in  an  overgrown  coffin  and
never  once  during  the  day,  so
help  you,  outside  of  going  for
your  Yiddish  newspaper,  poke
your beak  out of the door for a
snootful   of  air?  The  answer
wasn't hard to say -you had to
be   a  Jew.   They   were   born
prisoners.'  2L
In  short,  a  characteristic  of  the

Jewish-American  consciousness  be-
comes the act of defining the nature of
what  Judaism  might  mean  in  the
contemporary environment. No single
version exists but the act of definition
is  inevitable  and  involves  an  explor-
ation  of the present in relation to the
Past.

The adult/child continues to inhabit
some  dusty  corner  of  his  parents'
house.

American  Jewish  writers  have,  for
the  most  part,  moved  forward  into
prosperity  and  into  the  heartland  of
American culture,  society and power.
At the same time, they have taken with
them a sense of a past, both personal
and historical,  that brings  them  back
obsessively into a circle of connection.
As they move forward, they are pulled
back. The circle closes. The argument

ends as it began:  `the American Jew is
pulled   apart.   To   be   a  Jew   is   to
remember. An American must forget. '
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ENOUGH?
THE BLACK\hrELL

DICTIONARY OF JUDAICA
by Dan Cohn-Sherbok, Blackwe]l,

Oxford,1992
pp597. £70 h.b. £16.99 p.b.

A few months ago Blackwell published a new Dictionary
Of Judalca. MAININA took a look at the new publication

through three pairs Of eyes -those of a Jewish schohar, a
non-J ewish studeiit Of Judaism and a former B8il

Miitzv8Ih. Tl.is is what tJ.ey say..

Joarma Weinberg

I. THE STUDENTS' GUIDE

T:;ch,,n.-:sfrp:;;;Ede?c9:F:::D:a
replace   the  good   existing  encyclo-
paedias  of  Judaica,  but  to  provide  a
comprehensive  one-volume  reference
work -there are seven thousand entries
-  that  would  give  students,  teachers
and   general   readers  easy   access  to
anything  they   might  wish  to  know
about Jews, alive or dead, and Judaism
in  all  its  many  facets. The Dictionary
embraces  common  Hebrew and  Yid-
dish expressions, theoretical concepts,
Jewish   literature,   Jewish  journals,
notable  Jews,  Rabbis  and  non-Jews
who   had  or  have   some   significant
Jewish  connection.   This   is   an  amb-
itious  project  for  one  individual  to
undertake.   Since  no  bibliography   is
attached to the entries, the reader must
make do with Cohn-Sherbok's defini-
tions     and    fragmentary     bits    of
information.   Unfortunately,   the  in-
formation that Cohn-Sherbok conveys
to the reader is as often as not imprecise
and  misleading.  Perhaps  one  should
not  be   surprised  to  find   errors   of
various  types  throughout  a dictionary
of  such  wide-ranging  scope.  But  one
can only be perplexed as to why basic
Jewish  concepts  and  terms  are  some-
times described totally incorrectly. The
Errog.  according  to  Cohn-Sherbok's
definition.  is  the  citrus  fruit  ccz/c#  on
SwAkof. Any Jewish child familiar with
religious ritual would be able to inform
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him that the Efrog  is  one  of the  four
species  used  for  the  liturgical   cere-
monies on Swkkof.  Should it be eaten,
the entire ritual would become invalid.
A similar display of ignorance is given
in the entry under illegitimacy, itself a
notion   that  has   no   significance   in
Jewish law. There we are told that any
child who is the product of any union
prohibited in the Bible is designated a`mczmzcr'.   A   `mczmzer'   is,   in   fact,   a

precise term for a child who is born of
either   an   adulterous   or   incestuous
union.

Occasionally, inaccuracies are com-
bined   with   inconsistencies.   In   the
chronological table at the beginning of
the  dictionary  the  date  1555  is  given
for the  `estab]ishment of the ghetto it
Italy'.   The  first  ghetto  in  Italy   was
established in Venice in  1516; later in,
1555,  a ghetto  was  founded  in  Rome
and  subsequently,  other  ghettos  were
established  in  other Italian  cities.  But
in   the  entry  for  Gfocffo  there   is   no
mention of the year 1555, rather we are
informed  that  the  term  `derives  from
the foundry in Venice where Jews were
segregated   in   1517'   -   1516   is   the
correct date.

It  is  understandable  that  the  com-
piler of this  dictionary  wishes  to give
clear  statements   of  fact,   but   it   is
counter-productive to make definitive
statements  on  matters  that  cannot  be
verified.   In   the  chronological   table,
specific dates are given for the canon-
ising of the three parts of the Hebrew
Bible.   As   any   student  of  the   Bible

knows,   the  dating  remains   a  hotly-
debated question. To give unsuspecting
readers precise dates hardly aids them
in  their  quest  for  knowledge  of  the
history of the Bible. It would seem that
Cohn-Sherbok, whose own expertise is
in modem theology, did not consult the
best  text-books  in  writing  the  entries
on  Bible  translations.  In the  entry  for
Tczrgwm,  he states  that there  are  three
rczrgowz.in to  the  Pentateuch:  rczrgztm
Onkelos, Targum  Jonathan  2[nd  Tar-
gwm   ycrwsfeczJmz..   Not   only   are   the
rczrgL!mz.in  wrongly   designated  -  he
should  have  written  rczrgwm  pscwdo-
Jonathan  and  fragmentary  Targum
ycrwsfocz/mz. -there is another important
Targum, the Targum Neofiti, that was
discovered as far back as 1956. And in
the eritly for Translation of the Bible,
he  asserts  that Jerome  wrote  the  first
Latin  translation   of  the   Bible.   But
another,   albeit   incomplete,   Latin
translation, the Vcfws Lcz/I.#cz, preceded
Jerome's Vulgate.

Many  of the entries  for individuals
are disappointing.  Cohn-Sherbok fails
to  convey  to  the  reader  the  specific
scholarly  contribution or rabbinic  and
educational involvement of the person
under discussion.  In  the  entry  for the
20th century writer and teacher, Franz
Rosenzweig, for example, he mentions
Those;Tlz.we;irsworkstarofRedemption
without  giving   the  reader  any   idea
about its content. Similarly, he gives a
brief  biography  of  the   19th  century
bibliographer  Moritz  Steinschneider,
but does  not convey  any  sense  of the
magnitude  of  the  contribution  of  the
man  who has  been  dubbed  `father  of
modern   Jewish   bibliography'   and
whose  work  remains  of  vital  impor-
tance for all Jewish scholars.

Cohn-Sherbok is  to  be commended
for  having  written  a  Dictionary   of
Judaica that is not selective, and which
is free of ideological bias. But it was an
ambitious  project  that  failed  because
the  author  did  not  expend  sufficient
care  to  ensure  that  the  entries  were
accurate and incisive .

Michael Brierley

11. THE CLERGYMAN'S STANDBY

AS A NON-JEW, CONCERN-
ed   about  Jewish-Christian
relations,  I  am  interested  in

entries related to these. I welcome the
entries  of  those  non-Jewish  scholars
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who   have   contributed   to   a   better
understanding of Judaism: G.F.Moore,
R.T.Herford, J.W.Parkes, H.Danby and
H.L.Strack;  but  where  is  Strack's  co-
author  of  the  famous  but  injudicious
Kommc#/czr,   Paul   Billerbeck,   and
M.S.Enslin? I noted Jewish absentees:
Ellis   Rivkin,   Robert   Aron,   Hugh
Schonfield  and  the  fine  translator  of
Baeck and Buber, Walter Kaufman. If
Schoenberg  is noted among the musi-
cians,   why   not  the  more  influential
Mahler,  who,  like  Fe]ix  Mendelssohn
and the poet Heinrich Heine converted
to Christianity?

I  believe  there   is  some  confusion
over Pope  Pius  XII.  His  Good  Friday
Orde;I rctalned perfidis  a.nd perfidiam
as   descriptions   of  the   Jews,   to   be
translated   `unbelieving'   not   `per-
fidious'. Pope John XXIII expunged it
altogether from his Missal of 1962; he
also addressed Jewish representatives:
`1 am Joseph your brother.'  Surely he

deserves an entry.
I   was   surprised   to   find   7'orczfe

rendered  `Law',  giving  its  content  as
Pentateuch   plus   Oral   Law.   Surely
`teaching' is its meaning, akin to divine

revelation,  which  I."c/wdcs  law.  Hel-
lenists,  notably Philo, used IVomos for
the   Pentateuch,   Philo   giving   as   his
reason  that  Genesis  lacks  laws.  Paul,
too,   used   Nomos,   understandably
giving  the  wrong  impression  he  was
rejecting  the  wfeo/c  Pentateuch,  even
the Bible, rather than the specific laws
beginning  in Exodus 20 -put simply,
Paul rejected the laws, -not the Law.
This equation of rorcfo-IVomos has led
to the monstrous comparison between
Christianity as a religion of grace and
love and Judaism as one of arid and dry
le8alism.

I think it is misleading to call Paul a
convert  to  Christianity -  in his  day  it
did  not  exist  as  such.  He  believed  he
was a loyal Jew. In some sense he was
the Founder of Christianity, as Wesley
was  the  Founder  of  Methodism.  But
like  Wesley,  he  did  not  think  he  had
abandoned  his  Mother  Religion.  His
training   under  Gamaliel   is   question-
able. Phi]o, like Paul, was an Hellenist,
very   loyal   to  Judaism,  and  perhaps
better labelled a `philosophic mystic' -
there was much of the preacher in him.
The  Christians  preserved  and  quoted
his   writings,   which  obviously  had   a
great   influence   on   later   Christian
thought.  It might have  been pertinent
to  state  that  Azariah  ben  Moses  dei
Rossi  was  the  first  Jewish  scholar  to
write on him in A4cor E#cry!.#!.

Always to translate Logos as `word'
is misleading, as in John's Gospel. The
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link   between   /ogos   and   mcmrcz   is
somewhat  tenuous,  the  latter  being  a
kind   of  euphemistic   device   in   the
rczrgwm,   whereas   the   former   has
definite philosophical overtones.  It is,
for Philo, the intersection between the
unknowable God and man - 7lfecos and
Kyr!.os   refer   to   God's   activity   as
Creator  and   Ruler  in   the   sensible
world.  A  crux  in  unfolding  Christian
thought,  Logos  does   not  appear  in
genuine   Pauline   letters,   though   his`Christ'  is very close.

Some   random   comments:   anti-
nomianism invites word-juggling. Was
Paul   guilty,   or  only   some   extreme
Paulinists?   Does   it   apply   to   the
Reformer  Hirsch?   What  about   the
Gnostics,   too?   Pontius   Pilate   was
Prczc/cc/ws  of  Judea,  not  Procurator.
As Caiaphas was  included, one might
have  expected   Annas,   closely   asso-
•ciated   with   him   in   the   Gospels.

Alexander Lysimachus was `a]abarch',
the head  of the Jewish  community  at
Alexandria.

I   would   certainly   commend   this
Dictionary  to  non-Jewish  and  indeed
Jewish  students,  my  few  reservations
apart I

Joshua Newman

Ill. THE BARMITZVAH PRESENT

ANXIETY   OVER   WHAT
present  to  buy  for  a  Bczr/B¢f
Mz./zvafo  seems  to  be  a  com-

mom   problem.   When   a   cheque   or
Filofax  doesn't  seem  to  be  personal
enough,  many   settle  for  a  book  of
Jewish  interest  that  the  thirteen  year-
old  will  appreciate  when  he  or  she  is
older.   It   is   these   books   that   I   find
myself wading through now, five years
after  my  own  Bczr  A4!./zvczfo,  and,  sure
enough, many of them are helpful and
interesting now.

Had   I   received   `The   Blackwell
Dictionary of Judaica' for my own Bczr
Adz.fzvczfe,  it  would,  unfortunately,  not
be such a useful book. The idea behind
it  is  very  good  -  a  small,  accessible
book with short entries on a wide range
of  Jewish   topics   from   the  Bible   to
modern  culture.  However  the  main
problem  is  indeed  in  the  size  of  the -
entries.   There is a difference between
concise and  inadequate and too many
here verge on the latter.

The book is classified as a dictionary

and not an encyclopaedia and perhaps
that  is  why  the  definitions  have  been
kept   short,   the   longest   being   the
definition of `Travellers', which is two
hundred   and   forty   words.   Unsuc-
cessfully the book attempts to venture
further  than  definitions.  Many  of the
entries are extremely obscure - was it
really necessary to have included Onias
I,  11,  Ill  and  IV?   Or  to  give  more
inforlnation about the town of Nob than
about  Aaron,   the   first  high  priest?
Indeed,   on  well-known  figures,  the
Dictionary   is   particularly   poor  and
gives   little,   or  no  information  that
would be new to most readers. This is a
more general criticism of short entries,
as most readers looking up a particular
character, obscure or high-profile, are
already   likely   to   know   everything
given here.

Entries on organisations are far more
useful and show that the book has been
well  researched.  But  again,  there  is  a
problem   of  balance   pervading   the
book.  The  entry  on  the  `Pope'  is  the
best example - it is the second longest
entry   in   this   Dictionary   of  Judaica,
whilst     all     the     information     is
documented again under the individual
names of the popes -more `Pius's' are
listed  than  `Onias's!'  In  a  revision  of
this book, I would suggest that some of
the entries should be enlarged, although
this  would  mean  leaving  out  others.
But  the  inclusion  of Woody  Allen  is
surely  superfluous,  as he  is  treated  in
much  the  same  way  as  Simeon  ben
Tzemah  Duran,   a  fifteenth-century
writer, the difference being that today
everyone  has  heard  of Woody  Allen.
Also, the inclusion of modern cultural
symbols  becomes  very   subjective  -
why is Bob Dylan not included?

The  idea behind  this  Dictionary  is
praiseworthy but it is a pity that it does
not  come  up  to  the  goal  of providing
quick and easy  reference for students.
Perhaps this book would be more useful
for non-Jewish  students  of the Jewish
world -one of the groups at which this
book  was  indeed  aimed.  But  as  a Bczr
„z./zvczfe  present,  one  had  better  look
elsewhere .

Dr.  Joanna  Weinberg  /ec./wrcs  i.„  rabb!.#/.c.f  c!/
Leo  Baeck College, London. The Revd M.ichileL
Brierley   is   a   relired   Anglican   Clergyman
currenlly   doing   research   in   the   ``.rilings   of
San.uel  Sandmel.  ]ashun Newmz\n  lras just  left
scliool  alid  will  be  rea(liiig  The(]l()gy  and  Philo-

soi)hy al  SI. Johli' s  College, O.xjurd.
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THEY DESERVE TO BE REMEMBERED

Evelyn Friedlander

OME  YEARS  AGO,  WHILE
travelling   through   Southern
Germany,  I came across  a local

museum    in    the    small     city     of
Schwaebisch  Hall.  It  was  not  espec-
ially  noteworthy  except  for  the  fact
that  it  contained  an  almost  complete
synagogue  interior.  It  was  one  of the
only two surviving examples of South
German  wooden  painted  synagogues
decorated by an  18th century-itinerant
Polish    artist  called  Elieser  Sussman.
The   other  extant   synagogue   is   on
permanent   loan to the Israel  museum
in Jerusalem.

I  was   given   obviously   inaccurate
information   about  the  Jewish  com-
munity  of    Schwaebisch  Hall.  This,
coupled  with  an  almost  total  lack  of
information   in      any   of  the   city's
numerous  guidebooks,  set  me  off  in
pursuit of those elusive  fomer Jewish
communities and their buildings. With
book recommendations from   the Leo
Baeck Institute in New York, I  discov-
ered that hundreds of rural  synagogues
had  survived  the war,  as  had  an even
greater  number  of  cemeteries.   So  I
decided  to  build  up  a  photographic
archive  of  these  remnants  of  rural
Jewish Life.

I became more and more involved,
not  just  with   the  buildings,  but  also
with   the   village   people   past   and
present.   I   started   to   attend   German
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conferences   with   equally   involved
people.  It  soon  became  evident  that
there were many causes which needed
championing.    Former   synagogue
buildings  are  still  being  pulled  down,
and  many  cemeteries  are  still  totally
neglected while their gravestones sue-
cumb  to  the  ravages  of  acid  rain.  In
order to give myself a base from which
to  fight,  I  set  up  the  Hidden  Legacy
Foundation in  1988.

In the summer of 1988, my husband
Albert   and   I   spent  our  holidays   in
Southwest  Germany,   with   the  rain
bucketing   down  relentlessly   during
three whole weeks. We had planned to
add on a few days in Lower Franconia,
photographing   material   of  Jewish
interest.  But,  as  we drove  through  the
blinding rain, that plan seemed point-
less. Just as we approached the junction
at  which  we  would  have  to  decide
whether  to  go  home  or  to  turn  east
towards Franconia,  the  sun came  out.
And   so   we   took   a   decision   which
proved  to be fateful  for me and made
our first foray into Lower Franconia.

I  had  become  very   interested   in
Cfewppczs/cz.#c,   wedding   stones,      of
which only a small number still remain.
These beautiful stones are to be found
on    exterior    walls    of    erstwhile
synagogues.  It was against these stones
that a glass was hurled at the end of the
wedding  ceremony.  It  seems  to  have

been  a custom geographically  limited
to  southern  Germany,  which  fell  into
disuse  once weddings  were  no  longer
held outdoors. There was an especially
attractive  example  in  the  tiny  village
of Memmelsdorf, near Coburg, which
I wanted to see.

Memmelsdorf is  a  typical  example
of   what   used   to   be   known   as   a
`Judendorf'   a  Jewish   village.   Such

villages  would  have  had  about  400-
800 inhabitants, and anywhere from a
tenth to a half of the inhabitants would
have been Jewish.

These  villages  reached  their zenith
in  the early  to middle part of the 19th
century. After that, there was a steady
exodus to the cities as legal restrictions
were lifted and Jews were finally able
to settle there freely. By the beginning
of  this   century   many   of  the   rural
communities were no longer viable and
had  given  up  their  synagogue  build-
ings. However, the Jewish community
of  Memmelsdorf,   which  had   been
founded  in  the  latter half of the  17th
century,  existed  until   1939,  although
during the Kr[.I/cz//;3czcfef in  1938  when
synagogues  were  burnt the  interior of
the  synagoge  was   damaged   and   its
ritual   objects   were   destroyed.   The
community   also   possesed   its   own
cemetery,  in  which  about  60  grave-
stones can still be seen.

In   order   to   be   an   independent
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Kcfez.//czfe,   an   infrastructure   was   re-

quired.  This   would  have  included  a
mcz/zczfo   bakery,   a   sfeocfec/,   and   a
mz.fucfe.     All  traces  of  the  latter  had
been  lost,  but  earlier  this  year,  while
pulling   down   an   old   half-timbered
house,  the  mz.rfucfe  was  finally  redis-
covered. The reclusive old couple who
had   lived   there  had   been  heard  to
complain  about  their  wet  basement.
Now,  it has  turned  out  that  there  is  a
constant pool  of fresh  water  nurtured
by  an  underground  spring,  with  deep
stone steps leading down to it.

Memmelsdorf's  synagogue,  which
was built in 1729, has a simple exterior
which belies what must once have been
a sumptuously decorated interior. The
baroque painted ark is in place with its
Hebrew  inscription  still  visible.  Only
the  central   bz.#}czfe  has  been  removed
and  there have been  alterations  in the
women's gallery which could easily be
reversed. Many similar buildings have
been  restored  during  the  past  decade,
and  here  is  one  that  actually  merits
restoration  judged   merely   on  archi-
tectural grounds.

It  is  difficult  to  know  what  to  do
with  these  buildings  once  they  have
been  restored.  There  are  so  many  of
them,  often  only   a  couple  of  miles
apart, a testimony to the density of the
Jewish  population  in  this  area.  Mem-
melsdorf  itself   is   now   facing   this
problem.  Plans are in hand to set up a
society   for   th.e   preservation   of  the
synagogue.  But  in  order to  attract  the
large sums needed for the project, the
society must have some ideas how the
restored   building   will   eventually   be
used. Recently, the chairman sent me a
long  letter  outlining  possible  uses  for
the building. They included using it for
relevant  exhibitions,   permanent  and
temporary   conferences,   meetings,
lectures  and  concerts.  Although  since
re-unification   Memmelsdorf  could
now claim to be geographically in the
middle  of Germany,  it  is  nonetheless
completely  off the  beaten  track.  That
makes   these   suggestions   utterly   un-
realistic.   I   would   so   want   to   see
something   Jewish   restored   to   the
building: a German centre for the study
of material  found  in  Gc#!.zof,  because
it  was   on   that   initial   visit  to  Mem-
melsdorf that I had my first encounter
with   a   Gc#z.zczA,   a   depository   for
redundant Hebrew books and the like.

The   synagogue   is   owned   by   the
family   who   lives   in   the  house  next
door,  and  they  were  kind  enough  to
give us a complete tour of the building.
When  they   saw  our  enthusiasm  and
interest, they asked us if we would like
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to see some documents which their son
had excavated from the floorboards of
the synagogue attic. Until that moment,
we  had  no  idea  of  the  existence  of
these caches of material which had so
miraculously survived, and this was to
change  my  life.  It  was  immediately
obvious   that   this   was   material   of
enormous interest. The page we looked
at was  part of a broadsheet published
•in   1793   dealing   with   the   trial   and
execution   of  Marie  Antoinette  and
translated   into   Yiddish!   Obviously
much  of the  Hebrew  printed  material
consisted   of  prayer  books,   Bibles,
Haggadot and Talmud ira.ctates. There
were  numerous  Yiddish  prayer-books
and devotional books as well as many
Biblical,   historical   and   other   texts
teaching moral  improvement - A4wsar
literature.  Many  of these  texts  served
as  the  primary  reading  material  for
women.   Yiddish,   or  more  precisely
West-Yiddish,  was  the  everyday  lan-
guage of these rural Jews whose liveli-
hood  was  made  from  the  cattle  and
horse trade. Thus, there is much busi-
ness  correspondence  to  be  found:  in-
voices,  contracts,  receipts  and  all  the
ephemera of community life. There are
pocket  calendars,  responsa,  wedding
contracts,  blessings,  m!.zr¢cfez.in,  note-
books,  school  exercise  books,  lottery
tickets,  rorczfe scroll  fragments  and  so
much else, all jumbled up together.

Alongside the printed and handwrit-
ten material  on paper and  parchment,
textiles   offer   another   fascinating
avenue  to  explore.  Like  the  former,
they  too  often  only  survived  in  frag-
mentary   form.  But  there   are  many
complete  rorczfo binders, one of which
dates from the end of the 16th century,
rorafe mantles, prayer shawls, bags for
Tefillin, hats. shoes and wigs. Tefillin
abound,  as  do  the  willow  rings  which
encircled the /w/czv on S4!kAof.

My immediate concern was to find a
way to bring the Gc„z.zczfe to a place of
safety  and  to  remove  it  from  its  shoe
boxes  and  plastic  bags  into  which  the
young  man  had  stored  everything.  I
was   eventually   responsible   for   its
transfers to the city archive of Wuerz-
burg, where it now rests. But that was
only  the  beginning  of the  story,  since
the  fate  of the  Memmelsdorf Gc#z.zczfo
is j.ust one example of the  fate  of the
dozens of Gc"I.zof which  are scattered
in villages all over Southern Germany.
As  long  as  they  remain  unsorted  and
uncatalogued,   they   are   completely
inaccessible,  and  this  potentially  rich
mine   of   information   will   be   un-
avai]able to scholars.

It  was   with  this   in  mind   that  the

hidden Legacy Foundation decided  to
put on an exhibition called:  `Gc#z.zczfe -
Hidden   Legacies   of  the   German
Village Jews' to focus attention on this
brand-new field of study.  The Found-
ation has drawn on the specialist talents
of Dr.  Falk  Wiesemann,  professor of
history  at  the  Heinrich  Heine  Univ-
ersity   of  Duesseldorf,   whose  help
proved  invaluable.  He  has  been  the
curator of the exhibition and edited the
catalogue   which   has   become   the
definitive  text on  Village  Gc#z.zof.  Of
equal importance was the work of Fritz
Armbruster, a noted exhibition design-
er who created the original and stylish
display cabinets and the overall design
of the exhibition.

During the showing of GENIZAH in
London,  it  was  touching  to  discover
how many Jewish people now living in
this  country  had  their  roots  in  those
self-same villages. They were part of a
large crowd which packed the exhibi-
tion   in   London's   Goethe   Institut,
grieved  that  it  closed  too  soon,   and
bought  an  amazing  number  of  cata-
logues  -  more  than  had  been  sold  at
any other exhibition at this venue. The
success of the exhibition rested  in the
fact that a forgotten past suddenly came
alive  again.  The  descendants   of  the
village Jews  who had  moved  into  the
cities  and  had  abandoned  these  arti-
facts came to discover that these rorafe
binders,  texts  and  articles  of clothing
had  followed   the  Jews   beyond  the
boundaries  of the  villages,  cities  and
even their land of origin. As Jews and
non-Jews  wander  through  the  exhibi-
tion   and   its   showcases,   they   are
addressed  by  the  simple  relics  of  a
bygone age, which have emerged from
their hiding places to remind them that
the  humble  village  Jew,   filled   with
piety and devotion, helped to shape the
Jewish world of the present.

Later this summer, I hope to be back
in Southern Germany climbing ladders
into  dusty  attics,  pushing  my  hands
through   crumbling   plaster   with   the
permission  of the  owners  and  finding
documents  in  which  the  village  Jews
come to life. The first time I did this, a
number of years  ago,  the paper which
emerged  from the  wall  was  a page of
the prayer book:  the Am!.dczfe.

When I hear the Amz.c7czfe today, I feel
myself   standing   in   a   little   village
synagogue,  surrounded  by  simple,  pi-
ous    Jews     who     deserve     to     be
remembered .

Evelyn  Friedlander  tt'as  born  /./I   Lc)/!c7c)i!   a;7d
lrained   as   a   I)ianisl.  As   well   as   direcling   lhe
Hidden   Legady   Foulrda[ion  sl.e   is   the   reviews
cd/./or o/European Judaism.
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Enjoy a week by the sea!
Split level first floor flat to let in the

Boscombe area of Bournemouth
Less  than  7  minutes  walk  from  Boscombe's  pier  and
golden sandy beaches which are ideal for children, and
only two  minutes  from  the  main Boscombe  shopping
centre.  It  is  also  within  easy  walking  distance  of the
Reform Synagogue and close to Boscombe gardens and
amusements.

Two  spacious  bedrooms,  large,  sunny  bay-windowed
lounge,  fitted kitchen  (incl  microwave), gas  fired H/W
and C/II.  Separate bathroom and toilet, telephone, ()ff-
street parking. Could accommodate up to six.

For further details, telephone ¢081) 349 4;]05

TEK
TEK MANAGEMENT

CONSULTANTS
We are experienced  in  giving  practical  advice

at competitive rates to companies on:
Quality Assurance Systems

(BS 5750 and TOM)
Marketing Strategy
Business planning

Financial and Management
Information Systems

Manufacturing and Services

P/ease confacf.. Ron Hicken
TEK Consultants

Trippet Lane,  Sheffield  S1  2FY
Phone:  0742  761699  .  Fax:  0742  727981

We are listed  by the  DTl for work under the
Enterprise  Initiative Consultancy  lnitiatives
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I THINK I BELIEVE
It isn't easy to talk about God. Theologians and rabbi,s have to do it and some even learn to
do it in a way that others can understand. But just because it is difftcuit doesn't mean that
most people neither think nor have views on God and faith. They do, though they may find
writing about it diJ:ficuit. Occasionally one Of our `lay' readers has the courage to put his or

her credo into words. Roy Friedman is one Of those. We are dellghied to publish it.

HE        DIFFICULTY        IN
expressing any  idea coherently
is always how to begin. I choose

to start with the emphasis that a comma
provides.

Put one in the middle of the title of
this  essay  and  the  word  `therefore'  is
implied, turning doubt into certainty.

To   think   one   believes   in   God
suggests a wish to believe.

A wish to believe suggests a need to
believe, which in turn suggests a degree
of uncertainty and fear.

When  the  medieval   poet  William
Dunbar wrote:
`Our  plesance  here  is  all  vain  glory,

This fals world is but transitory,
The flesh is bruckle, the Feynd is slee

Timor Mortis Conturbat Me'
he was expressing a feeling as old as

mankind.
Insert the commas and what is there

is not only certainty but also brashness
and   arrogance:   there   is   a  God  and
whether  I  please  Him  or  He  pleases
me,  He  is  there;  I  was  made  by  Him
and  at  the end  of the day, He, having
made me as I am, bears responsibility
for what I do.

A  certainty,  but  a  superficial  one,
because  whatever  God  there  be  has
limited our knowledge of Him and the
metaphysical   thinker   reaching   his
belief by  logic  is saying no more than
that he is as certain as his understanding
will  let him be.

There   are  however  those   whose
certainty   allows  them  to   believe  by
faith alone and beyond all doubt that a
personal God who rewards and punish-
es created each of them individually.

But still  the question:  is their faith a
true certainty or a lack of thought or an
emotional    suspension    of   logical
disbelief?

There  is  another  certainty,  that  of
the practical person who, only accept-
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ing  what  he  can  see,  feel   or  touch,
believes that there is no God.

He does not realise that his certainty
is  also a doubt.  His reply of `nothing'
to the question  `What was there in the
beginning?'  states  the very  essence  of
the Aczbbcz/I.s/J.c idea of the unknowable
hidden God.

If there is nothing, meaning no thing,
but nothing, then everything is nothing
and nothing is everywhere.

So, what is it that I, the writer of this
essay   and   a  practising  Reform  Jew,
think   I   believe?   It   is   that   God   is
everywhere.

Again   a   matter  of  emphasis.   So
consider the implications.

If what  is  meant  is  that  there  is  no
place without God's presence and that
all  places  are  filled  with  the  Presence
of   God   or,   as   is   said   about   the
SAckAz.#czA,  sometimes  it  departs  leav-
ing a place desolate  and empty of the
Presence  of  God,   we  make  certain
declarations.

We declare, first of all, that there is a
distinction between God and the spaces
He fills.

We  say  next that even  if that  is  not
so,  for God  to  be everywhere  implies
an  end  to  everywhere  and  boundaries
no   matter   how   intangible   defining
where everywhere ends.

By  so  implying  we  say  that even  if
there  is  nothing  outside  those  bound-
aries,  the  boundaries  themselves  are
distinguishable   from   God,   marking
where He ceases to be.

If, however, we put the emphasis on
the  word  `is'  and  say  God  IS  every-
where,  then  we  make  the  statement
that  there  is  and always  has  been  and
always will be nothing but God.

If  God  IS  everywhere  then,  there
being   no  place  or  thing,  thought  or
material or immaterial  idea that is not
part  of everywhere,  He  must  also  be
everything.

If He is everywhere and everything,
He could  not create,  meaning making
out  of  nothing,  because   there   is   no
nothing, except to the extent that God
Himself being everywhere and every-
thing must of necessity also be nothing
wherever there is nothing.

Nevertheless  the  Inconceivable,  or
part of It,  turned  into the  barely  Con-
ceivable  and  we  exist  even  if only  as
dreams   and   illusions,   ourselves   as
much God as everything else.

The  Mystic  belief that  there  eman-
ated from the inconceivable God a God
who thought the Universes and us with
them   into   being   either  by   further
emanations   or  by   withdrawing   into
IIimself  is   clearly   summarised   by
Gershom  Scholem,  who  writes  in  his
book  Kczbbcz/aA  about  the  First  Cause
called by the kabbalists Ez.#-So/which
he translates as  `Infinite'.

Scholem   explains   the   differing
theories of the various Mystic Schools
of  Thought,   including   the   terrifying
idea that emanation was an involuntary
spasm in an uncaring  and  unintending
Ein-Sof.

He   also   quotes   the   concept   that
likens   the   action   of  Ez.#-So/  at   the
coming  into  being  of  the  universe  to
that  of  a  man  who  gathers   in   and
contracts his breath so that the smaller
might contain the larger.

Whether    the    belief    is    in    an
emanation  of  part  of  E!.#-So/  into  a
conceivable  God  who  made  the  uni-
verses  or  in  the  transformation  of the
whole  of  Ez.#-So/ into  a  conceivable
God, or whether it is that Ez.#-So/Itself
thought  into   being   the  Universes   in
which  mankind  lives,  seems  to  be  a

Con[iiuied on next page
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question so far beyond comprehension
that it is not worth the asking.

Only  the  result  of  emanation:   the
conceivable called `the revealed God',
through  or  by  Whom  all  we  are  and
know may have come into being, can
have  any  meaning  or  relevance  for
humanity.

The concept of the revealed but not
fully   revealed   God,   if  not  wishful
thinking, allows for the formulation of
various beliefs.

There can be belief that, by the very
totality  of  Ez.#-So/,  emanation  could
only be by contraction.

There  can  be  belief  that  the  con-
traction caused an imp]osion in which
the fabric  of the emanation shattered,
the  shards  scattering  as  sparks  of the
revealed God being drawn back as the
force of the implosion subsides only to
implode  again,   an  eternal   cycle  of
Universes  living,  dying  and  being  re-
born.

It  tempts   with  belief  that  as  the
sparks are pulled back so the shattered
emanation   becomes   whole   again,
making   the   broken,   revealed   God
whole again.

It acknowledges the possible truth or
belief in  a  God  who  makes  mankind
individually  or  as  part  of  a  series  of
self-perpetuating creatures.

It allows for tales of Messengers and
Miracles  and  World  Legends  of  the
Seeding  of  Planets  making  scientific
Sense.

It  contemplates  even  the  thought
that cells may  be universes with lives
swirling in photons around the atomic
suns  in them, seeking as we seek, our
births and deaths being their~Big Bang
and our universes being in their turn no
more  than cells  in  the  God  in  Whose
image we are made.

It  gives  hope  that  if  the  revealed
God  made  us  and  the  Universes  in
which  we live  and  which  may  live in
us,   that   we   will   not  be   silent   and
unknowing in the grave for evermore.

A  belief  in  emanation  causes  dif-
ficulties as we]].

If God  IS  everywhere  and  we  and
the  scattered  sparks  are  E!.#-So/,  we
have no need of a God, unless we say
that Ez.#-So/made Himself out of Him-
self because Ez.#-So/needed a God and
creatures seeking that God.

Is  it not conceit (and Ei.#-So/being
all things has also to be conceited) for
us to say there is a limit to the revealed
God's  capabilities  and  His  ability  to
limit  and  destroy  Himself,  unless  we
are  saying  that  the  revealed  God  is
only   Omnipotent,   Omniscient   and
Omnipresent  and  not  also  all  things:
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hateful as well as loving, evil as well as

good  and  as  capable  and  desirous  of
enjoying  the  sweet  savour of what  is
sacrificed  to  Him  as  are  those  who
sacrifice?

To ask that question, of course begs
itself, for if whatever is, was and will
be is E!.„-So/,  nothing emanates from
Ez.#-So/that is not Ez.#-So/and anything
deriving   from   that   emanation   or
division or left after its destruction re-
malms Bin-Sof

Reject  the  idea  of  emanation  and
what is left?

For  those  with  faith  in  a  personal,
loving, hating or indifferent God there
is certainty, in which the mind has no
Part.

For  those  who  say  `1  believe  there
may be a God who is kind and merciful
but  it  is  too  difficult  for  me  to  think
about'  there  is  hope  of a  reward  and
acceptance   of   the   possibility   of
nothingness.

For the metaphysical thinker whose
brain  deduces  Ez.#-So/,   there   is   the
meaningless certainty that he is part of
something he does not comprehend.

For  the  non-believer  there  is  no
difference. So how does this affect the
Jew and Judaism?

Judaism predicates  a  revealed  God
leaving the question of whether He is
an emanation of Ei.#-So/to be consid-
ered only by the few.

Frances Thompson wrote about the
Hounds  of Heaven  pursuing  the  man
fleeing from his own personal Catholic
God. In the same way, Judaism chases
even the most secular of Jews.

It  lures  them  with  a  mixture  of
folklore, tradition and xenophobia into
an acceptance of a revealed God, Who,
in  the  routine  of  daily  life,  requires
different    things    from    different
generations.

It allows the believing Jew to study
the  Words  of God  and  to  ponder the
esoteric and mystic meanings he finds
in them.

It provides the less learned and less
involved  with  a  pattern  of  life  freed
from  the  need  to  do  much  more  at
prayer than say `Amen' . Their belief in
their  holiness  as  a  people  is  centred
more   on   their   lives   than   on   their
Prayers.

As a believing Reform Jew, I believe
that  in   this   day   and   age  men  and
women of all nations are born with, or
imbibe  a  need  to  believe  in  and  wor-
ship   a  transcendent   God   and   that
whether consciously or not they search
for  a  way  to  make  contact  with  the
aspect of Him that is theirs.

I think I believe that there are books

and guides, of which rorczfe is one, for
all  peoples,  none better or worse than
the others.

I think I believe as well that rorczfe is
not only a guide but also a signposted
path,  a  mantra  to  recite,  an  idol  to
concentrate  upon,  a  familiar  hand  to
hold in the search for the Infinite.

I   think   I  believe   that  when   the
believing Jew,  be he orthodox  or not,
thinks of rorczfe as a purpose in itself,
the  fences  erected  around  the  fences
around it, block his way.

I   think   I  believe   that   when   the
believing Jew,  be he orthodox  or not,
thinks  that  rorczfo  being  a  guide  does
not merit respect and treats it merely as
the path, guide, mantra and focal point
that  it  is,  it  becomes  no  more  than  a
book  full  of  intellectual  exercises  in
intelpretation.

I   think   I   believe   that  when   the
believing Jew, be he orthodox  or not,
thinks  of Judaism  as  the  end  product
and as the Jew's only purpose in living,
he  destroys  the  road  for himself and
those who follow in his footsteps.

At  the  end  of  the  day  if  God  IS
everywhere and everything, and wheth-
er there was emanation or division  or
inconceivable  creation,  everywhere
and   everything   includes   all   human
beings.

I  think  I  believe  that  whether  we
know  it or not  and  whether  it means
anything or not, in our search for a God
to   worship   we   are   searching   for
ourselves  and  in  His  hunt  for  us  the
revealed God is searching for Himself.

I think I believe that for the believing
Jew,  whether  orthodox  or  not,  the
aspect  of  the  revealed   God  that  he
needs to find is the aspect revealed in
rorafe  and  that  only  rarely  can  he
follow another path and find a different
aspect that will satisfy him as much.

I think I believe that so long as  the
emanation subsists each individual has,
or has the illusion of having,  separate
knowledge and feelings.

The Moshiach (.Messiah)  is Bin-Sof
and  Ez.n-So/ is  the  „offez.czcfe  and  the
revealed God is Ez.#-So/is all of us and
I am indeed more, much more than my
brother's keeper, I am my brother.

And yet, at the end of the day when
the  intellectualising  and  the  posturing
are done, I feel in the pit of my stomach
as   if  I  had  been  told   `Relax,   stop
fighting Me, I AM your God' and I kiss
the Scroll as it passes by me.

This  is  why,  ultimately.  I  think  I
believe I
Roy  Fi..iedmz\n  is  a  retired  solicitor,  par[-rime
sludenl al Leo Baeck College and `back-bcncher'
oflheNorlhwes[ernReformsynagogue,Londolt.
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Elizabeth Sarah

MY     MOTHER,     EDIE
Klempner,   died   of   lung
cancer  on   the   night  of  3

November  1991, corresponding to the
27   Cfocsfevcz#   5752   in   the   Hebrew
calendar. She was ill for eight months
-or rather we had known of her illness
for   eight   months.   She   had   been
suffering headaches  and a p_ain  in her
neck.  Her  doctor  referred  her  to  a
specialist  who   said   the   latter  was
`probably ailhritis ' . The pain persisted.

One Friday at the beginning of March,
just   before   Sfeczbz7czf   came   in,   my
mother  rang  me  to  say  she  had  been
having  night-sweats  and  that  she had
an appointment for a chest x-ray at the
Royal   Free   Hospital   on   Monday
morning. We arranged to go together. I
was calm on the phone. We both were.
But when I got off the phone I started
to scream, `my mother is going to die'
-  saying   the  words  over  and  over.
`Night-sweats'  -that was  the  trigger:

working  as  a full-time congregational
rabbi  for  just  two  years  had  already
furnished me with experience of some
of the symptoms of cancer.

The  appointment was  for  10.30am.
Mum had the x-ray. She was asked to
wait.   Fifteen   minutes   passed.   We
looked   at  each   other.  Eventually  a
nurse  came  out:  `Sorry  for the  delay.
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You   need   to   go  to  your  doctor  to
discuss  it'.  We  looked  at  each  other
again.   Afternoon   surgery   began   at
4.30pm.  What  were  we  going  to  do
until then? It was a beautiful day. We
decided  to  go  for  a  coffee  in  Mum's
favourite cafe in Hampstead. We then
went round  the  shops  and  bought  my
partner, Maren, some presents for her
birthday the following week. We had a
light lunch.  We  went for a  walk.  We
had coffee again.

Maren  met  us  at  the  surgery.  The
doctor  looked  anguished  and  after  a
little  hesitation   went  straight  to   the

point:  multiple tumours in both lungs.
Incurable.

`You mean I'm riddled with cancer? '
`Yes'.
`What about treatment?'
`I'm  sure we can  make  you feel  as

comfortable as possible'.
That was the beginning  of the end.

We talked about death and struggled to
live as fully as possible.

Mum  was  determined.  Pcsacfo  was
coming  in  three  weeks.  Preparations
continued   `as  usual'.  The  first  night
family scdcr went ahead `as usual' . On
the second day we flew out to Israel for
a  week,  staying  in  a  flat  in  Netanya
belonging   to  congregants.   It  was   a
bitter-sweet   time.   Mum   spent   the
mornings  recovering  from  the  nights.
We then spent the rest of the day sitting
in  cafes  in  the  main  square,  talking.
We had always talked. Now we talked
non-stop. But we also had a lot of time
to think. On consecutive mornings as I
waited for Mum to  `come to', I wrote
two poems:

MUM'S `GO0D NIGHT'
The unspoken sadness of
momin8
after the terrors of

your night
drenched in apprehension of
the certain-unknown

future
breaking over the present
in waves of dread

and recollection of
the past
a winding path of
shadows
and points of light
so sharp and clear

piercing deep
radiating regret
and squandered hopefulness
into the blue-grey layers of
the dawn

APPROACHING THE END
Suffused with sadness
and an aching loneliness
all that I am
runs through my fingers
like water
from another source
To watch
and to feel
and to know
the end
as it approaches
/'cz/, /'czf? (Slowly, slowly?)
in the measured movements of

your body
in the lines of your face
in the grip of your hands
in your dark eyes
brimming with
bewilderment

questions
accusations against God
and tears
Your tears

I  didn't  write  again  until  after  my
mother died. There didn't seem to be a
spare  moment.   After  our  return  to
London, Mum had a three-week course
of chemotherapy aimed at reducing the
tumour in her neck. It worked. And the
drenching  nightsweats  stopped.  After
that   it  was   fortnightly   visits   to   the
hospital  and  steadily  increasing  doses
of molphine - later,  steroids  too - to
ensure she was `as comfortable as pos-
sible' .

On  the  first  Sfeczbbaf  in  August  we
celebrated Mum's 68th birthday. Most
of the family came - including Rose,
my sister Julia's first child, the newest
member, exactly three weeks old. One
of my mother's elder sisters, Bess, was
not well enough to be present. She died
a  few  days  later.  That  was  the  last
blow.

My mother chose to die at home in
her own bed. For the last six weeks she
spent more and more time there but she
always  got  up  for  a  few  hours  every
day and sat in the living room. It made
her feel  more  alive.  But she  was  get-
ting weaker -painfully thin, unable to
walk  unassisted.  As  my  sister-in-law,
June, put it, she was `like a fading rose
still beautiful but with all the moisture
gone'.

Mum died peacefully at 10.13pm on
Sunday  3  November.  But  she  began
her j.ourney fitfully -unwilling to  `go
gently  into  that  good  night'  -  Dylan
Thomas.

For  the  first  few  weeks  after  she
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died,  the  images  of  her  last  struggle
were   overwhelming.   Slowly,   they
receded   and   I   simply  felt  stunned,
registering   little   except  Sfeczz?bcz/  and
Sunday and the passing months. During
this period  I  wrote four poems.  I  was
numb,  lost.   I  was  also  beginning  to
express  the  meaning  of  my  loss,  the
imprint of my mother on my life:

TEARS
Tears
like the salt waters of
Life
swirling
inside me
But
the still-shock of
Death-tranced
MOurning
seals every outlet
even my pores

GRIEF
Grief
like the white shroud of
Death
enwrapping me in
blank infinity
marked only by
Shabbat

Your   Shabbat
Shalom

Your   final fitful

journey
towards peace
completeness

and by
My cycle of blood

which flowed
the moming after
You arrived
in a rush of
Life after Death

LEO-MOTHER
Mother
You are large
in My life
like the golden
August sun
You were born into
radiating
its accumulated heat

Lion-hearted Lioness
You roar
and prowl
still

pacing
My heart's beat
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MAR-CHESHVAN
(B itter Cfocsfevo#) *
I
Mar-Cheshvan
Bitter month of
MOurning
Empty Of
Joy
and the rituals of
Remembrance
And yet
each year
the month is marked
from week to week

ty Shabbat
and the sacred recollections of
Torah
The      Flood
The      Covenant

with Abraham and Sarah
The      Death-in-Life

of Sarah
And in the light of
the full moon
the glinting shards of
Kristallnacht
six million shattered lives

pierce our forgetfulness
11

Mar-Cheshoan
Bitter month of
Mourning
Empty of
Joy
and the rituals of
Remembrance
And yet
now
from this year
the month is marked by
Your death
in the last-dark-days

of-the-moon
Your-last-wilderness

journey
which began
as Sarah died
and ended
as the cycle turned

despite             Your death
despite             My grief
towards
Kislev
Sweet month of
Celebration

*Cfecffevcz#  was  named  Mor,  bitter,

by  the  sages  of the  rcz/mwd.  It  is  the
only month of the Jewish year devoid
of  official   holy-days   (apart   from
Shabbat)

It   wasn't   until   Spring   that   my
memories of my  mother - the person
she had been before her illness -came
flooding  back  with  my  tears.  I  wrote
two    poems    and    struggled    with
contradictory feelings - anger as well
as loss:

BEQUEST
All our lives
Your Life
poured into us
with soul~sung-tales of blessings
lost

abandonments
which betrayed you

Your Russian-Yiddish boobcz Sarah
creating a safe world for her
borrowed child
in the circle of her arms
for five short-long years

Until she went away  .  .  .

Your sister Vera

your pillow-friend
sharing dreams
warming
the freezing Winter nights
with her laughter

Until your childhood ended
and she went away . . .

Your few-months husband Max
relieving you

gently of the freight of your past
renewing your hopefulness
with vows of eternal love

Until he went away .  .  .

Your life
at nineteen
in flight
denying
the life you left behind you
with their deaths
frozen into memories

Until you found new life
in our lives

your children
yourjoy
submerging your pain
into our
legacy

Continued on next page
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SPRINGTIME MEMORY
Springtime
in the walled Hampstead garden
oasis of broad-domed sky
and gentle breezes
beckoning us
as we walked up the hill
hoping
that the bench would be free
along the brick side-wall
which faced the sun
drawing in its warmth
and us too
eager to sit and bask
in the first bright April glow
and gaze about us
hedges in clouds of pale green
fruit-trees in bud
tiny flecks of colour

yellows purples pinks
soon-to-be-flowers

and sparrows
which seemed to dance
for joy
in the blue-white air
sharing in our revelry

rfe`

From  the  beginning  of March,  my
life  seemed  to  be  a  series  of hurdles;
the anniversary of the day we received
the `bad news' , Pcscrcfe, my birthday in
May, Mum's birthday in August, Rosfe
Hasharah, Yom  Kippur, the `secula.I'
aypanh±rvzeeTtst?r`y'`#°#Sset#g±€h£££;

choked  with  fear,  dread,  despair.  But
looking   back,   I   know   that   I   was
mapping out the wildemess. Although
I didn't realize it until much later, the
slow journey out of the furnace began
at Pesach..

FIRST SEDER
First scdcr
without
my mother
a gathering of
Strays
and
sojourners
me
my partner
my father
friends
(without family seders)    .
fragile companions
bearing our losses
All of us
refugees
like our Hebrew ancestors
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setting off
(despite the special Pcsacfo meal
we share together)
with poor provisions
for our
journeys
and the
bitter taste
of sorrow
in our mouths

I was on ajoumey but I was a dismal,
reluctant  traveller.  On  my  birthday  I
visited the garden my mother and I had
enjoyed  together  so  much,  desperate
for a sign of hope:

ANOTHER SPRINGTIME
Another Springtime
in the walled Hampstead garden
Another kind
of eagerness
brings me
one month late
a ghost of Winter
empty
to this place

•.`     ,tfLfill my senses
with its sounds

and smells
and light

to feel the re-birth
of the world

a

and the warm embrace
o.f que spn
and ychr presence

I    fromearth to sky

radiating
hope and love
and strength
and renewal

on my first
mother-less
birthday

My first mother-less birthday was a
landmark.    I    was    searching    for
meaning.   But   I   was   terrified   of
exploring  too  far.  I  was  yearning  for
security. I knew I had to create my own
and   that  to  do   so  I  had   to  arrive
somewhere first but I wasn' t ready yet:

MEMORIAL DAYS
I
I have always counted
my six-month-birthday
3 May - 3 November
always
running ahead
of myself

wanting to be further along
the path of my life

But now
my six-month-birthday
is your day too
the day

your life's journey ended
and my birthday
your six-month-death-day
3May
3 November
narrow bridges
to cross
between the years

11

An item of family `history'
I was your birthday present
3 August - 3 May
nine months

(and you could even remember
the birthday `outing'

a film
then fish and chips
in the car
in the pouring rain

South Shields was never LQndon)

Ill
Post-script
While I'm searching the days
between us
for       meaning

struggling to suppress
the meaningless
of 'your death

• building fragile bridges

to span the void
I've found another path
from death to life

3 November - 3 August
nine months

you died the day
you were conceived?

My  mother made  every  birthday  -
including her own - a big  event.  She
had been the ninth and youngest child
and  birthdays  were  virtually  ignored
when  she  was  growing  up.  She  had
been  determined  to  change  all  that-
just     as     she     had     determinedly
challenged   many   aspects   of   her
Orthodox upbringing. My mother was
a  very  powerful  personality.  She  had
powerful   strengths:   she  was  deeply
committed  to  s.ocial  justice;  she  gave

generously  of  herself  to  those  who
needed her - working voluntarily with
elderly people for many years. She was
intoxicated      with      language      -
Shakespeare and the inter-war poets on
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the one hand, Yiddish and Hebrew folk-
songs   on  the   other  -  and   entered
intensely into the words she spoke and
sang.  She  also  had  powerful   weak-
nesses:   she   craved   stimulation,   she
could  not  be  alone  with  herself,  she
railed  against  the  confines  of her  life
but   could   not   step   outside   them.
Accepting my mother's death has also
involved accepting her - all of her:

MOMENTS 0F SUBVERSION
Joy
boundless
held
buoyant
within
the boundaries
of your I ire
by         party-times

birthdays
meals with friends

and by your endless thirst
fo r        treats

brisk walks in the blue air
Art-show strolls
Cafe-coffees
drinking-in
the sun and scents
of Spring and Summer
sfemyz.ng around markets and
favourite Hampstead places

sweet diversions
shared
and savoured
moments
of subversion

As  Summer  turned   to  Autumn,  I
rea]ised how indifferent I felt towards
the approaching new year. There didn't
seem to be anything new about it. And
yon   Kz.pp#r.   which   held   out   the

possibility of acknowledging my inner
journey, also intensified my continual
struggle to be true to my feelings while
carrying out my public role as a rabbi -
a daily issue ever since my mother first
became ill:

NEW YEAR
New Year?
But the cycle of
My year
has not yet
ended

YIZKOR
I typed your name
today
on the yr.zko/ list
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How strange
the distance
between
my heart
and my fingers
between
my fingers
and the screen
I read the words

. but I could not
feel them
I wi]] not
read the list
during the service
I want to
listen
and weep
like all the others

The  stone-setting  was  arranged  for
.the   Sunday   immediately   fo]]owing
S[.#ichcz/ rorafr. Apart from my father -
who   has   been   severely   disabled
following a stroke since August 1984 -
I   have   always   been   seen   as   the
`organiser'  in  the family.  Becoming a

rabbi   has   reinforced   that   image  -
particularly  in  `religious'  affairs.  So  I
was  expected  to  research  options  for
the  memorial  stone  and  make  all  the
arrangements for the consecration. On
one  level  these  were  `practical'  tasks;
on  another  ]eve]   they  gave  me  the
opportunity to reflect. I had officiated
at  a   number  of  stonesettings.   The
`official'  meanings -of the  stone,  of

the  event  -  were  well-rehearsed.  So
what did it all mean to me now? I knew
the memorial stone was a landmark on
my  bereavement journey  but  when  I
arrived  I  felt that  either  it  was  out of
place or I was really somewhere else.

The  consecration  ceremony   itself
only   served   to   accentuate  the   gap
between    public    memorials    and
personal  memories,  between  a tribute
in stone and the person it was supposed
to  `remember':

MEMORIAL STONE I
Memorial Stone
marking
the place of
conventional
disposal
with a
conventional
tribute
while
living

bearers
of the myriad memories
of You

gather around
disparate pieces
of your life
as incongruous
as the rough pebbles
we gather up
one by one
and place on the
smooth
hewn stone
defying
its symmetry
and the
bland inscription

MEMORIAL STONE 11
Memorial Stone
In Loving Memory
but not all
My memories
of You
are loving

You didn't love
Yourself
enough
or have courage
enough
to live
Your own life
enough
You needed
My       love
My       courage
My       life

So now
I'm ]eaming.
to          love

Me
as we]]  as

You
to          tak e

My courage
for       Myself
to          live

My life
as         You might have

lived
Yours

Perhaps,   because   it   was   more
personal         and         private,         the
commemoration   of   my   mother's
yczferzcjt made me feel that I was in the
right place at the right time -although,
ironically,   having  just   arrived   at   a
Jewish/Christian/Muslim   women's
conference in Germany, I was far away
from  my,familiar  world.   But  unlike

Continued on next page
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memorial  stones  fixed  in  a particular
piece  of  earth,   flames   can   flicker
anywhere. And I found the single flame
burning  for  just  one  complete  day
completely appropriate:

YAHRZEIT CANDLE
One year on
A single flame
token
memorial
of your
light
and heat
91immering evocation
Of your
flickering-life
burning beacon
of eternity
until
the day
dies

Of  course,  there  were  really  two
yczforzc!+a  -  the  anniversary   of  my
mother's  death  according  to  the  He-
brew calendar -and the `secular' anni-
versary. The 3 November came round
first. It fell on a Tuesday - the day of
the funeral - and brought me back to
the  numb  confusion  of  that  day.  By
contrast,  the  27  Cfecsfevcz# began  on  a
Sunday. And Sunday was - and still is
-the day Mum died. Indelibly marked.

After the yczferzcl.f, the pace and the
quality of lny feelings changed. Some-
how I had survived a deathtrek through
the wildemess and reached a new and
less  terrifying  terrain.  As  I  began  to
explore it I realised that I no lt)nger felt
disorientated,   lost,   frantic,   over-
whelmed.  I  wasn't  afraid  of the  next
step.  And  I  even  felt I  could  walk  -
with my loss and with the memories of
my mother -in a new way. The Jewish/
Christian/Muslim  Women's  confer-
ence    which    coincided    with    my
mother's  yaferzez+ lasted  eight  days  -
Sunday  to  Sunday.  Near midnight on
Erev   Sfeczbbczf,   despite   my   usual
clumsyfooted awkwardness, I joined a
gentle circle-dance. It was like breath-
ing deeply with my feet - every step a
heart-beat  in  slow-motion.  Now,  as  I
move on, I sometimes feel like dancing
-  for  sorrow  and  for joy  and  for  the
gifts of life and love .

Rabbi Elizabeth Sal.ah I.f mi.„i.s/cr a/B#c.kAwrs/
Hill Ref;orm Synagogue and Principal of Kedem,
the  ECAPS  Adult  Sludy  Centre.  A  graduale  Of
LSE,  she  spent  seven  years  engaged  in feminist
research, wri[ing, editing and publishing before
becoming  a  rabbinic  student  at  the  Leo  Baeck
College  in  1984.
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JEWISH TRIBES
IN AFRICA

JOURNEY TO THE VANISHED
CITY

by Tudor Parfitt
Hodder and Stoughton, London

1992, pp278, £18.99 h.b.

Douglas King

Who:ub:nE:i::u:d?h,:rs::!iF:elfut:.::
Parfitt, derived from his latest expedi-
tion.

His aim was to solve a mystery. Who
are the Lemba people who claim to be
a lost Jewish tribe?

After  two  hundred  and  fifty  pages
and  several  thousand  miles  of exped-
ition, we are left with this conclusion:
`In the Lemba case what remained was

an  Islam  without  the  Quran,  without
the  Prophet  Muhammed,  without  the
name  Allah.  What  remained  was  a
series  of  religious  practices  which,
despite  many  curious  features,  sub-
stantially   resembled   the   religious
culture of the ancient people of Israel. '

In a continent as vast as Africa, we
can  be  certain  that  its  peoples  have
been  influenced  by  many  different
cultures.   Islam,   which   in   itself  has
many similar observances to Judaism,
has  permeated  much  of  south-east
Africa.  Therefore  tribes  such  as  the
Lemba, practise circumcision, the non-
eating  of  unclean  meat  and   other
similar customs.

`The  Lemba  religious  tradition  is

clearly  a  syncretistic  amalgam  which
in  its  particular form  is  quite unique.
As a self-declared form of Judaism it is
relatively    recent;    but    this    self-
identification was probably never very

clear-cut even to its adherents,'  writes
Parfitt.

Maybe because the total number of
Jews is shrinking world-wide, there is
a  need  to  boost  our  numbers.  And
finding  lost  tribes  of Israel  is  simply
human archaeology where the artefacts
are  still  alive.  It  can  also  add  to  our
knowledge  of Judaism,  giving  an  in-
sight into practices that have changed
little  from  biblical   days.   However,
half-way through his search for a lost
tribe,  Parfitt  meets  an  Israeli  doctor,
sent  by   the  government  to   `make
friends and influence people' who tells
him: `1 know this country Malawi well.
And  if  there  was  anything  remotely
resembling a Jewish or half-Jewish, or
Muslim  Jewish  or  half-Muslim  tribe
here  I'd  know  about  it.  Believe  me.
And  in  any  case,  let  me  tell  you,  in
Israel   we  need   lost  African  Jewish
tribes like we need a hole in the head,
as  we  say  in  Yiddish.  Bringing  the
Fa]ashas  to  Israel  was  a  big  mistake.
Believe me. Cost us a packet.'

Following every remote clue to the
Jewish  origin  of the  Lemba,  Parfitt's
account  is  fascinating.  Since  he  was
already aware that `The position of the
Lemba is somewhat akin to that of the
Ethiopian Falashas,  whose Judaism is
now thought by scholars to derive from
mediaeval Ethiopian Christianity: what
they practised until recently could then
be described as a vestigial Christianity,
a  Christianity   stripped  of  all   those
particular features which distinguish it
from Judaism' one wonders if he really
believed he was on the track of a `lost
tribe.'

Parfitt's involvement with the Lem-
ba is incidental. Several years back he
was giving a lecture in South Africa on
the  Falashas  -  a  subject  he  kneiv  a
great  deal  about  and  described  in  his
book  `Operation Moses'. i...but at the
back  of  the  hall...I  noticed   a  small
group  of shabbily  dressed  black  men
wearing  skullcaps.  When  I  spoke  to
them afterwards, they announced with
pride  that  they  were  members  of the
Lemba  tribe,  that  they  were  Jews,  a
lost tribe of Israel, and that they were
related to the Falashas of Ethiopia' .

In Zimbabwe,  Parfitt uncovers  one
of the many clues while drinking in a
local  bar -  one  of many  such  occur-
rences.`They, the Lemba, had a seer?t
means of communicating...they  spoke
a  language  called  Hiberu,  the  Shona
for  Hebrew'.   In   all  his   subsequent'
adventures  and  encounters,  we  are
never  told  of  any  genuine  Hebrew
words   or   prayers   that   have   been
retained. There is no trace of them. He
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assumes that since the name came from
the  English  word  Hebrew  and  not
` ivrit' or Arabic `ibri ' , it probably came

from missionary sources. But there are
some interesting coincidences that are
worthy of investigation.

The place name Sayuna or Sena is
part of the Lemba's oral tradition and
is  the  city  where  they  claim  to  have
come from many centuries ago. Parfitt
attempts to trace the origin and location
of a number of places ... `Sayuna which
is the Judaeo-Arabic fomi for Zion as
well as being similar to the normative
Arabic form might have suggested the
Children of Israe]'s bondage in Egypt
to a pious Muslim'.

Parfitt goes on: `Indeed, in a tortuous
way,  this  confluence  of names  might
represent the first stage in the process
which  would  result  in  the  Lemba's
conviction that they are Jews. Without
the stories of Solomon and Sheba, the
Portuguese  would  not  have  been  as
ready as they were to accept Sofala and
its  hinterland  as  Orphir.  And  without
the Portuguese  accounts  and  the  load
of  biblical   associations   which   they
carried,   the  Boer  and  British  push
toward  the  region  would  have  had  a
very  different  character.  Moreover  if
the  likes  of Richard  Nicklin Hall  had
not  believed  that  Rhodesia  was  the
biblical Olphir, he would have had no
need to find a `Jewish' tribe to confirm
the validity of this equation.'

The  Lemba  people,  who  can  be
found in South Africa, Zimbabwe and
other  East-African   countries.   have
retained  a separate identity. Just what
this   identity   means   is   difficult   to
ascertain.   Historically   speaking  they
appear to have different origins  from
oth®er black African peoples. Travellers
writing  in past centuries refer to their

fgeh±Sf€jona¥aeb}:oT:t:t];re°:¥jnd€eas:£]itnya
customs. Little of this culture remains
and what does remain seems part myth
and  part  legend,  embroidered  by  the
desire to retain some status.

Parfitt  does  give  a  down-to-earth
view  of  many  aspects  of  African
culture well removed from the `safari'
and   `charity'   image  that  is  all   too
prevalent. However,  we  are  left  with
an  impression  that  drinking,  prosti-
tution  and  idleness,  encompassed  by
poverty,  are part of the  order of life.
But we are also shown that hospitality
to  strangers  is  readily  offered.  Any
traveller  in  such   regions   must   of
necessity take some risks. But despite
travelling alone,  and carrying money,
camera  and  other  valuables,  he  does
not  encounter  any  hostilities.   Only
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when  crossing  borders   does   Parfitt
mention   being   `robbed'   by   border
guards.  Could  you  travel  as  safely  in
Europe?

I found this book particularly fascin-
ating  as   I  recently   returned  from
eighteen   months   as   a   `volunteer'
working   in   education   in  Tanzania.
Unintentionally,  I  also  discovered  a
`]ost'   community   of  black  Jews   in

Uganda,  while  attending  yon  Kz.ppwr
services  in  Nairobi.  I  found  myself
sitting next to a black African wearing
a fcz//[t and k!.ppczfe. Subsequent discus-
sion  informed  me  that  he  was  not  a
Falasha    but    a    member    of    the
Abayudaya Jews  of Uganda.Full cov-
erage was given to this in `The Jewish
Chronicle' of February 7th,1992. Two
months after this meeting, keeping my
promise to visit them, I drove 600 miles
to celebrate  Cfecz#wftkczfe with the com-
munity. The four days  I  spent among
the  Abayudaya  left  me  in  no  doubt
about their Judaism.

The  origin of the Abayudaya Con-
gregation is not obscure. A charismatic
African    chief   by    the    name    of
Kakungu]u  began  to journey  towards
Judaism in the early twentieth century.
Due  to  various  political  differences
with the British administration and his
refusal  to  accept  any  other  authority
than  the  Old  Testament,  Kakungulu
joined with a dissident Christian group
called the Ma]aki.

Identifying  with  the  Children  of
Israel, this lead them towards Judaism.

But  not  until   1926  did  Kakungulu
officially  convert to Judaism together
with his followers. While in Kampala,
Kakungulu met with an Indian Jewish
trader by the name of Yusuf. He was
astonished   at  Kckungulu's   `Jewish-
ness', as well as his confused concepts
of  Judaism  and  agreed  to  travel  to
Kakungulu's town of Mbale to instruct
him in Judaism. The rest, as they say,
is   history.   The  descendants   of  the
followers  of  Kakungulu   still   live  in
several   villages   near   Mbale,   and
practise  their  own  brand  of Judaism.
Over the past decades they have been
visited by a number of other Jews who
have   added   to   their  knowledge   of
Jewish ritual. A handful of synagogues,
strict  adherence  to Kczsferz{f,  the  prac-
tice   of  circumcision,   avoidance   of
inter-marriage and the use of Hebrew
in  both  prayer  and  song,  segregate
them from their neighbours. As in most
religious communities, aspects of other
religions have been absorbed. Muslim
and  Christian  influences  can  be  ob-
served  in  the  use  of a  prayer  mat  to
decorate the synagogue and the use of

drums and guitars to sing evangelical-
style songs in services.

Whereas  the  origin  of  the  Lemba
`Jews'  is  uncertain,  that  of the Abay-

udaya  is  well  documented.  One  can
perhaps suppose that similar aspects of
conversion  and  assimilation  of  `Jew-
ishness'   took  place  with  the  Lemba
over a far longer timescale and over a
far wider area.

The Lemba's observance of Judaism
is,  to  say  the  least,  tenuous.  It is  also
doubtful if their roots are truly Jewish.
From Tudor Parfitt's  account,  it does
not seem that this very dispersed group
of  people  either  need  rescuing   or
actively   seek   to   strengthen   their
Jewishness.  However,  the Abayudaya
Jews  of  Uganda  are  now  officially
recognised  by  their  government  as
`Jewish', though the Israeli authorities

view them as unofficial converts.
But the Abayudaya Jews are not in

danger,  and live peacefully with  their
neighbours. They are, however, in need
of encouragement  and  support  if the
community  is  to  develop  and  grow.
They have very few sets of fc/3//I.#, and
the mczwzcfe that I nailed to the door-
posts  of the  main  synogogue  was  the
first.  They do not have a rorczfe scroll
and  instead  use  a  Hebrew  bible  do-
nated  sometime  ago.  A  few  prayer
books  and  fcz//I.fof  do  exist,  but  these
are in poor condition.

The community has plans to develop
a school  and  a  `kibbutz'  on land  they
own. Without some outside help these
plans   will   not   materialise.   Most
Abayudaya families are peasant farm-
ers, with a few teachers who tend to be
the leaders. But with incomes of around
five  pounds  a  week,  financial  assis-
tance is critical to their growth. I have
started to help by sending some Jewish
items,  as  well  as  some  money.  The
latter   has  enabled  them  to  complete
their new brick synogogue. I am now
endeavouring to raise £5000 which will
be adequate  to  further their plans  for
the community. I have my critics who
say that there are `kosher' Jews in many
other  places  more  deserving  of help.
However,  having  spent  a  number  of
days with the Abayudaya Jews, photo-
graphing them, recording their music,
and  meeting  their  leaders,  I  cannot
now relegate the experience to articles
and talks .

Douglas K3\ng has been a Youth ar.d Community
worker  in  bolh  the  USA  and  Israel.   Having
relumed from  eighleen  months  with  Voluntary
Service  Overseas   in  Tanz;ania,  he  is  I)resently
leaching  at  a  primary  school   in  North-West
London.



Last Rosh Hashanah, M:air"I' s Editor, Rabbi Tory Bayfield, co-officiated at
Finchley Reform Synagogue. In his sermon, he regaled congregants with tales of a
trip to Deadwood, South Dakota and a visit to Boot Hill. There he found not only
the graves of wild Bill Hickok and Calanity Jane but also Sidney Jacobs, Harris
Franklin, formerly Finkelstein, and Dora Drfuin, a `sporting-house proprietress' .
The sermon was reprinted in Finchley' s `Tree of Life' and a copy fell into the hands
of Rabbi W alter Rothschild. „

Walter Rothschild

MANY   ARE   THE   SAD
st.ories  from  the  early  days
of   Jewish   settlement   in

America, but one of the saddest is the
story of Boris Gold finder.

The story really begins Carrier, when
Asher Wertvollstein and his wife Go]da
made   the  dangerous  journey   from
Chutzp,  via Memel  and Liverpool,  to
Charleston, South Carolina and settled
there in the Sephardi kcfez./Jafe. Feeling,
as   the   solitary   Ashkenazim,  rather
unwanted  and  isolated,  they  moved
with their young daughter to Savannah,
where   Wertvollstein   changed   the
family  name  to  Worthingstone  and
built  up  a  thriving  business  in  cotton
and  gin  -  through  his  links  with  the
famous `cotton gins' of Lancashire.

Boris   came   a   little   later   to   the
Go/dc#c A4ed!.#cfe -  with  the  trekkers
of  '45  -  and  when  he  had  made  a
fortune  he  settled  in  Onehorseville,
Wyoming,  where  he  opened  a  dry-
goods store and made a second fortune,
since  his  was  the  only  shop  in  One-
horseville  that  sold  anything  that  was
dry.   Soon   his   attention   turned   to
thoughts of marriage - but where was
he,  a loner from Dcr fJcym,  to find a
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wife?  Especially  one  of  good  Ash-
kenazi stock? Like many a lonely man
before  him,  he  decided  to  write  to  a
Shadkhan.

Meanwhile the Worthingstones were
thinking of finding a husband for their
lovely  daughter  Hannah  and  not just
any  husband,  but  a  fine,  upstanding
Ashkenazi husband. They, too, decided
to  write  to  the  Matrimonial  Agency
run  by  Miss  Pearl  Neckliss  in  New
York.

Matters took their course and, even-
tually,  the  lonely  but  rich  Boris  re-
ceived  a charming  letter and  an  even
more charming portrait from a south-
ern  State.  Eagerly  he  responded  and,
before long, a meeting was arranged.

Here  there  was  a  problem.  There
was no way Boris could afford to close
up  his  shop  for  the  time  needed  to
travel to the coast and back. And Asher
and Go]da were getting a little too old
-and too fond of gin -to travel well.
So,   with   some  forebodings,  it  was
agreed  -  after  many  letters  -  that
Hannah  would  travel  on  her  own  but
that Boris would, of course, arrange for
her  to  be  put  up  at  the  town's  best
hotel.

Then came further snags. How could
she   travel?  The  railroad   stretched
westwards  across the plains,  but from
Dodge  City  there  was  only  a  stage-
coach  twice  a  week.  The  Friday  one
was out - for of course she would not
arrive until after SfoazJbcs was in. So it
would have to be the Tuesday coach.

At  last  everything  was  settled  and
sealed. Then disaster struck. Poor Boris
discovered,  to  his  dismay,  that  the
Tuesday   stage-coach   did  not  travel
direct  to  Onehorseville  but  made  a
detour  to  the  mi.ning   settlement  of
Deadman's   Gulch,   to   deliver   the
weekly  supplies  of  whisky,  ammu-
nition and coffin handles. Desperately
he sent an urgent message by the fastest
Pony Express but it came too late .....

Hannele,  poor,  beautiful   Hannele.
never arrived at Onehorseville. On the
way she was made an offer she couldn't
refuse. She got off at Deadman's Gulch
and  made  for  herself a  career  of the
sort that respectable people don't talk
about.  She  was  as  tough  as  old  nails
and became infamous as `Hard-Heart-
ed Hannah, the Vamp from Savannah ' .

As  for  Boris,  he  died  of a  broken
heart for there wasn't another Ashken-
azi bride within 2,000 miles. It is said
that, if you stand around the Greyhound
Terminal  in Dodge  City  late  at night,
you can still hear his spirit wandering
around,   crying  plaintively   into   the
darkness,  `Don't put your daughter on
the stage, Mrs Worthingstone' .

Rabbi Walter Rothschild  i.s cl gradwa/c a/Lcc)
Baeck  College   and  serves   Sinai   Synagogue,
Leeds.  .

MUTILATION

RABBI WOLFF IN HIS `LAST
Word' has fallen victim to the
common  assumption  that  cir-

cumcision only affects the male of the
species.

Let him  ask  the  mothers  of newly
born   baby   boys   if  circumcision   is
mutilation. I can promise him that `tens
of  millions   of  Jewish   and   other'
females will shout, `Yes!  It is' .
Rabbi Sybil A. Sheridan
Maidenhead.

[The  Concise  Oxford  Dictionary  -
5th  Edition  -  definition  of  `mutilate'
is:   `Deprive  (person  etc)  of  limb  or
organ; cut off, destroy the use of, (limb
etc.)'  W.W.I
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William Wolff

0F AIL THE GREAT ISSUES
hassling  Anglo-Jewry,  one
robs  us  needlessly  of  much

waking and even sleeping time:
the  validity  of  our  marriages,  our

gz.#!.#  (divorces)  and  our  conversions
in the eyes of the orthodox rabbinate.

Some, like Lord Jakobovits, talk of
the `tragedy' of creating a divided com-
munity in which one section is barred
from marrying the other.

That  is  the  figment  of a  melodra-
matic imagination. Certainly an almost
unbridgeable  social  chasm  exists  be-
tween the closed shtiebel a.nd chassidic
enclaves of ultra-orthodoxy and the rest
of us. Any mixing between theirpeyes-
wearing  kids   and   ours,   let  alone
marriage, is as likely as a date between
any of them and the Princess of Wales.

As for the bulk of Anglo Jewry, the
threat of non-recognition does indeed
bother many  of those  who  pay  their
membership  fees  to  orthodox  syna-
gogues, but who lead largely non-ob-
servant lives.

It is the final weapon wielded mer-
rily by many orthodox rabbis to keep
their otherwise disaffected flock within
their fee-paying membership.

The  great  paradox  of  the  present
situation is that the threat falls  at the
very moment that orthodox rabbis seek
to put it into effect and refuse to .marry
a couple.

At  that  point  those  couples  come
straight to the nearest Refomi, Liberal
or  Masorti  synagogue,  with  all  their
nominally  orthodox  friends  and  rela-
tives in tow.

Each  one  of us  in  the  progressive
rabbinate  has  officiated  at  dozens  of
weddings at which the vast number of
the congregation crowding our sfeooJs
were `orthodox', of both the observant
and the non-observant variety.

And  not  one  of  them  went  away
believing that they had been at a sham
ceremony,  or treated  the marriage  as
anything other than valid.

That  is .the  reality  whose  implica-
tions have yet to be fully faced - both
by them and by us.

In view of that reality, is the endless
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time  and  effort  spent  on  seeking  an
`accommodation'  with  orthodox  rab-

bis really worth the agony?

MOST    URGENTLY    IN
need  of rescue today is  the
central  institution  of Juda-

ism - the Sabbath.
That does not mean persuading the

vast  majority  of Jews  they  must  not
flick on an electric switch. On that they
are  neither  biddable  nor  open  to
persuasion.

But how do we convince them that
attendance  at  Friday  night  service  is
not an adequate observance, let alone
celebration of the Sabbath?

And how do I talk congregants out
of finding any number of reasons for
clucking even out of that?

Like  manning  a  hospital  charity
shop,  or  going  to  a  meeting  to  raise
funds  for cancer research  or Bosnian
relief?

All endnently worthy causes, and all
capable of being served as effectively
on all the other six nights and days of
the week.

Serving some charitable cause is the
most seductive of causes for ditching
the Sabbath.

But is it a valid reason? Or just one
more excuse?

JOSEF BURG, SPEAKING WITH
the vision of a poet and the tough
realism of an 86 year-old who has

seen  and  survived  the  scourging  and
murder of European .Jewry,  switches
his mind back some seventy years in
his native Czemovitz.

And he tells the Jerusalem Report of
the days in that vibrant centre of East
European Jewry when `rich Jews were
driven to synagogue on yon jrz.ppwr in
horse-drawn carriages... '

And there was not a Refomi or Lib-
eral   sfooo/   in   sight   anywhere   in
Czemovitz.

So much for the myth that our grand-
parents or great-grandparents, whether
in West, Central or East Europe, were
that much more observant than we are
today.

The  ultra-orthodox,  or  mcsfowgge
frwmm as they used to be called, were
never  the  norm,  ever  only  a  mini-
minority.

A::?;:¥y::G:n.:f¥::g;n:n:.egv:e:
services. Our moving liturgical music
is being driven out by more and more

pop tunes out of the Israeli charts. Be it
Seem  Shalom or  Ose  Shalom  or  a;ny
number.of others,theyburstinatevery
likely-and unlikely spot with scant re-
gard to the mood of the words or the
style of the rest.

It all sounds as apt as singing Adz.de
wz.ffe  Me   to   Irving   Berlin's   Wfoz.fe
Christmas,  or   Hatikvah  to  I+ule
Britannia.

GF?s:::su=:;s!.ioi:::e?ER:lu;:
can  plot  them  dally  in  the  obit.  col-
umns  of the  broadsheet  dailies.  One
day it is hdr Levy whose funeral serv-
ice is scheduled at a church in Bristol.
Next day it is hdr Gruenbaum who is
being   buried   at   St.   George's   in
Northleach, G]os.

And  a  book  just  out  about  Ignaz
Bubis,  the  impressive  new  leader  of
German  Jewry,  is  written  by  a  lady
called   Edith   Kohn.   Right   first
time .... she is a Catholic.

MUCH   AS   HE   LOVES
parading  his  sex  life  in his
memoirs.   so   does  .Alan

Clark,  the  fomer Thatcher minister,
exhibit  a  few  anti-Semitic  remarks
made by some of his Tory colleagues.

I remember Diana Brittan, the non-
Jewish wife of the then trade secretary
Leon Brittan, publicly expressing her
dismay at the anti-Semitism that sur-
faced  when  her  husband  was  forced
out of the government.

But Leon Brittan, now a knight and
a  Brussels  commissioner,  was  not
prised out by Tory I\AI's - against I\drs.
Thatcher's  will  -  because  he  was  a
Jew. In the midst of the biggest crisis
that shook  the Thatcher govemlnent,
Brittan was twice found out being less
than  frank  with  the  House  of  Com-
mons.  To  his  colleagues  that  was
unpardonable.

Anti-Jewboy remarks in all strands
of English  society  are on  a par with
smutty jokes.  They  betoken  immatu-
rity rather than deepseated hang-ups.

Usually they melt away in personal
encounter. And they have none of the
v'iciousness and blind hatred which to
this day marks anti-Semitism in Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe I

Rabbi William Wolff I.s conset/fanf rabbz. fo lfee
Thames Valley  Progressive  community.  He  has
previously  served  in  Milton  Keynes,  Newcastle
upon Tyne  and as  an assistant to Rabbi Huge
Gryn at the West London Synagogue. He was a
Fleet Street journalist before he became a rabbi.
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The Manor House
Society

Th.e .Mapqr Ho.¥se Society i_s €n empitious cultyral_ver\tyre. Its ?i_pi is to bring a wide range
of  J.?wish  gultural  any  .iptell.ect.ua!  events  of a_ Pigh  level_ vyi_tpin  easy  redach  of  a  lar-ge
?udience. Regular activities include concerts, debates, exhibitions, diaiama, seminars alnd
lectures.

Membership of the Society gives easy access to the many amenities of the Sternberg Centre for
Judaism, the largest Jewish centre in Europe. These facilities include a bookshop, library, cafeteria,
extensive grounds and tennis courts. Membership also brings advance information about events,
priority booking and ticket discounts and automatic subscription to Manna. Membership can be on
either an  individual or family basis.

Subscriptions are modest. The rates for 1993 are:

Single membership
Family membership
Senior citizen/student single
Senior citizen-family

£20.50
£32.50
£16.75
£23.75

Existing subscribers to  Manna may deduct the unexpired  portion  of their subscription from  the
Manor House Society subscription.

Details and application forms from Pain Lewis at the Sternberg Centre

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

14th July -7th September 1993
IN  PF3AISE OF OPTIMISM

An exh.Ibition of paintings and works on paper by Betty Sinclair

9th September -8th October 1993
TALES OF A PSYCHOTHEFIAPEUTIC COMMUNITY

AND OTHEFI STOF?IES
a Photographic Exhibition by Brendan Wilson

(Exhibition closed on 16th,17th and 30th September and 7th October)
Sunday 19th September 1993 -7.30pm

HIGH  HOLYDAY DEBATE
Crime, The Family and Social Decline

Tuesday 21st September 1993 -8.00pm
THE LITTLE BLUE BOOK OF PF3AYER

with authors F?abbi Lionel Blue and F?abbi Dr Jonathan Magonet,
introduced by Rabbi Tony Bay field

(at the Finchley Reform Synagogue)
Sunday loth October 1993 -3..00pm

MANOR MASTERMINDS
Second Annual Jewish Culture Quiz

AF`T COUF]SES
New ten-week courses from 12th October -14th December 1993

Tuesdays 10.00am-12.30pm and Tuesdays 2.00pm4.30pm

LUNCHTIME RECITALS
Thursdays 1.15-2.00pm

Autumn Series:  14th and 28th October,llth and 25th November,
9th December 1993

Printed  by  FPIEEDMAN  BF(OS.  (PBINTEPIS)  LTD.,  St.  Albans  Lane,  London  NW117QB   081-458 3220
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